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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to construct. a workbook for improving 
comprehension through the use of five context clues: 
1. Definition and Apposition 
2. Synonym and Antonym. 
3. Comparison and .Contrast 
4. Experience 
5. Summary 
The content of the exercises in the Workbook is drawn from areas of 
general interest to boys and gir~s of approximately fourteen years of age, 
as well as from the subject matter taught in the eighth grade. 
Justification 
According to authorities in the field of reading, the problem of 
comprehension is one mich concerns the individual in every phase of his 
existence. McCullough!fstates: 
Tod~ tremendous demands are made upon our reading not 
' ---o_nly in our occupations but in our role as citizens of 
a democracy and of a possible democratic world. We 
b~ar ari obligation to keep informed on the social, 
economic, and political problems of our world. 
Gaining meaning from vocabulary is an intrinsic factor in compre-
hension. For those who are equipped to recognize them, valuable clues 
to meaning are contained in the context. Skillful use of these clues 
can become a tool of increasing effectiveness. 
y McCullough, Constance M., 1•Recognition of Context Clues in Reading, ~n 
Elementary English Review, VoL ~XXII, January, 1945, p. 5 
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Defini-tions 
Terms used in this paper are defined, as following: 
Context: The textual material in which a particular word, 
phrase, or statement is found. y 
Context Clues: Suggestions as to the meaning of a word 
gained from the words immediately adjacent in the phrase, 
clause, or other context, or found in the same general 
setting such as a sentence or paragraph. y 
Workbook: Supplementar,y or preparatory exercise or practice 
book in reading used to give additional training not 
· found in basic reading materials. 1/ 
Work-type Readi;ng: Purposeful reading directed toward the 
mastery of ideas or solving of problems. ~ 
Comprehension:· The act of understanding the meaning of 
printed or spoken language as contrasted with the abil-
ity to perceive an~~ronounce words without reference 
to their meaning. 2/ 
" Procedure 
The writer has constructed a Workbook consisting of five parts, each 
of which stresses a particular clue and contains a Pre-Test, exercises on 
the particular clue, and a Progress Test. The Workbook contains an in-
ventory test for use in determining the clues to which the individuals in 
the class need to give special attention. Some .in"lli. viduals may not re-
·quire practice in the use of each clue. Within each part the exercises 
are of increasing difficulty in order to provide for greater growth in 
using the context clues. 
1/ Dictionary of Education, Carter V. Good, Editor, 
Co. Inc., New York and London, 1945, p. 95 y ibid., p. 79 
Y3~3/. ibid., p. 435330 4/ ibid., p. ) ibid.' p. 89 
McGraw-Hill Book 
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Children need specific training in recognizing and using context 
I clues as a means. of aiding their comprehension. The writer, however, 
I 
'I 
l 
has found little suitable material available. Workbooks and teachers• 
guidebooks give a minimum. of assistance in this particular aspect of 
training. 
Scope and Limitations 
The exercises of this 1\brkbook are based on topics dra-wn from the 
subject matter areas of social studies, science and literature, on items 
of interest as shown by an informal interest survey, and on student in-
terests as determined by reading authorities. 
As the basis of the practice exercises, the writer has selected five 
context clues found in the general reading of eighth-grade students. 
This Wor.kbook is designed to develop the skill of recognizing and· 
using context clues, through Which comprehension of vocabular,r will in-
crease. It is not the -writer's p~ose to develop any specific v0cab- \! 
ulary; therefore, no particular word list has been used. The practice 
exercises are concerned exclusively with the use of clues with Which the 
pupils should become familiar. 
The Workbook has not been tested in an actual situation; therefore, 
it contains no statistical evaluation. However, an informal check was 
made in the classroom to determine the interest and difficulty of some of 
the exercises. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
In our twentieth-century society the role of communication in its 
various forms is becoming more significant. The J?apid evolution of -.,orld 
·affairs' makes it imperative for everyone to be familiar with each of the 
four aspects of the language arts: reading, writing_, speaking, and list-
ening. Through understanding and enjoyment of the mass modes of communi-
cation we are better enabled to keep in step with the world about us. 
j Smi trJ/ emphasizes the importance of the language arts program. in our 
schools: 
The teaching of English has an important contribution 
to make for it must assume responsibility for develop-
ing in boys and girls an effective control over lang-
uage and mastery of those social uses of English neces-
sary to the achievement of purposes fundamental to 
education in a democracy. 
The Commission on the English Curriculum.Y finds the chief justifica-
tion of the language_ arts program. in the contribution Which it makes to 
the all-round education of children, young people, and ad1Uts. It defines 
the objectives of English instruction in terms of the major purposes of 
education: 
iy 
y-
1. The cultivation of wholesome personal living. 
Smith, Dora V., Evaluating Instruction in Secondary School English, 
English Monograph No. 11, National Council of Teachers of English, 
Chicago, 1941, PP• 1-2 
The English Language Arts, Commission on the English Curriculum, 
National Council of Teachers of English, Dora . V. Smith, Director, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 6 . 
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2. The developmemt of s0cial sensitiyity and effective 
participation in group life. 
3. Preparation for vocational competence. 
The place of language, a combination of reading, writing, speaking, i 
and listening, in the modern language arts program is explained by Smi tJ/: j 
The pr ogra.m recommended by the National Council of 
Teachers of English recognize that language is a social 
instrument, its object mainly communication and its nat-
ural setting a social situation in which many factors, 
besides mere control over language, operate to condition 
success or failure in expression. It considers the growth 
of the individual in language power in all the reading, 
speaking, and writing activities of his. life .. 
Effective education must provide these programs of experiences and 
activities which will aid individuals in becoming increasingly more pro-
ficient in reading, writing, speaking, and listening. 
According to Hatfiel~, an effective program must make provision for 
car¢ng the literary and linguistic activities beyond the confines of the 
English classro0m. 
In The English Language Arts, the Committee on the English Curricu-
1-mJ/ stresses the importance of reading and literature in the total lang- i 
uage-arts program. Each of the ten desirable outcomes emphasizes the role I 
II of reading skills in developing well-rounded individuals in a democracy. 
Reading and literature through their various channels aid in promoting the 
development of people emotionally and mentally stable, with -worthwhile 
y y Smith, op. cit., p. 8 Hatfield, Wilbur E•, .An Experience Curriculum in English, National 
Couneil of Teachers of English, D. Appleton Century Co., New Yo:rk, 
1~35, P• 5 
Commission on the English Curriculum, op. cit., p. 8 
li I. 
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. } allegiances and gro"Wi.ng intellectual. capacities and personal interest~, 
who will participate effectively in group life and acquire efficiency in 
.their vocations. 
Authorities are in general agreement that living in a democracy de-
mands more than the primary degrees of reading skills. Th~ demands of life i 
in a democracy are clearly stated by the Commission on the English Curri-
The civilized man or woman must, .of course, be able to 
read intelligently. R~ading and writing form with 
arithmetic the traditional "three R'sn of American ed-
ucation. Books and ·other printed materials are still 
the chief storehouse of the knowledge and -wisdom of 
our civilization. And the ability to read is still 
the indispensable key. Through reading and the dis-
cussion of what they read, students should develop in-
tellectual curiosity and persisting personal interests 
which will enrich life continuously for each of them. 
At the same time they should grow in social understand-
ing required by a citizen of the world in the second 
half of the twentieth century. 
Educators are agreed that growth in reading from the primary sl9J.ls 
to the more advanced, compl~x skills is a life-time process. Each period 
in an individual's life makes its contributions , to the development of 
reading abilities, interests and attitudes. McCullougiJ,?believes, nthat 
reading ability, as part of the individual's total development, increases 
with his growth in interest and general ability and with the challenge o:f 
increasingly complex and difficult reading .. tasks at each successive educa-
tional level." 
Y. Commission on the English Curriculum, op. cit., p. 10 
"' 
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y McCullough, Constance M., Problems in the Improvement of Readi~, 
McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 1946,. p. 86 
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BettsY' shares in this same belief: 
The instructional jobs in reading, such as location of 
information, comprehension, selection and evaluation, 
and organization begin with the admission of the child 
to kindergarten or first grade and continue to be per-
ennial problems through college and adult life. 
HoviousY, believing that greater maturity of mind brings w.i. th it al-
ways greater possibilities for reading growth, in 1936, stated that the 
schools, in order to keep pace with the maturing mind, must provide yearly 
opportunities for increased growth in reading. 
The increased importance of reading instruction is· shoWn by Russelll/ :-
In the more traditional curriculum much emphasis is put 
on the use of textbooks. In the newer activity programs 
even greater demands. for wide reading are placed upon 
the pupils. Our schools are still largely reading schools. 
·Books and pupils 1 ability to read are still the allies of 
the teacher .. 
Obviously, an essential part of reading is comprehension, which carries 
the understanding of a word or phrase beyond recognition to the understand-
ing of the meaning in~ended by the author. 
Gray and Holmes!!/ stress the following: 
One of the important duties of all.teachers is to help 
pupils develop adequate meaning vocabularies which not 
only provide the means of oral and written communication, 
but also serve to extend and enrich experience through 
reading. 
1----------------------------
1 \y 
y 
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Betts, Emmett A., Foundations of Reading Instruction, American Book Co., 
New York, 1946, P• 41 . 
Hovious, Carol, Following Printed Trails, (Manual), D. C. Heath Co., 
New York, 1936, p. 23 
Russell, David, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and Co .. , Boston, 1949, 
p. 171 
Gray, William S., and Holmes, Eleanor, The Development of Meaning 
Vocabularies in Reading, Publication No. 6, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1938, p. 163 
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In providing the reading instruction for the pupils, teachers should 
be aware of the desirable reading skills which should be developed. 
Broeni~identifies these skills: 
Teaching boys and girls to read involves training in 
discovering the central idea, answering specific ques-
tions, skimming to locate information, reading rapi~ 
to get the gist of a selection, remembering What is 
read, (by outlining, making a precis, recognizing 
sense-appealing words and apt comparisons, and build-
ing a meaningful vocabulary through contextual clues), 
finding appropriate reading materials and discriminating 
as to which method of reading is suited to the intended 
purpose of the reader. 
Russell1ffurther clarifies these desirable reading skills by the fol-
lowing list: 
l. Skimming to discover a specific fact or facts. 
2. Reading to grasp the general idea or significance of 
selection. 
3. Reading to understand a sequence of ideas or events. 
4. Reading to predict subsequent ideas or events. 
5. Reading to organize into main and subordinate idea9. 
6. Reading to follow directions. 
7 •. Reading.to reach some generalization or conclusion. 
8. Reading critically to appraise the value of ideas 
presented. 
Pupils vary in their readiness for instruction in reading since their 
experience and mental maturity determine their ability to comprehend. The 
teacher must first discover this readiness and through guidance develop 
\ 
the pupils' abilities to the level Where they will profit most. 
1/ Broening, Angela, Conducting Experiences in Epglish, National Council of 
Teachers of English, D. Appleton-Centur,y Co., New York, 1939, p. 5 I y Russell, David, op. cit., p. 171 
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As the child advances in school_, new problems arise for which he must 
find workable solutions. Chief among these is the comprehension of new 
words needed as he advances in the content subjects. The vocabularies of 
science and social studies are new and strange to him. Success in these 
subjects depends in large part upon his ability to read the material; that 
lis, to understand the specific vocabulary as it appears in context. 
In 1937 McKeJ/ stated, ttif a child or an adult is to achieve the 
fundamental value of the various reading activities, great importance must 
be attached to the development of an adequate reading vocabulary." 
The Forty-Seventh Yearbook#' of the National Society for the Study of 
Education states that evidence secured in recent years has pointed out the 
wide range of reading difficulties and the effect of motivation and guid= 
ance on reading and study activities. As a result, high-school and col-
\lege staffs are becoming more keenly aware of the serious character of the 
I reacli:ng problems and of the need for carefully planned guidance in these-
I activities .. 
Broening2/claims that as a result of a change in the methods of 
teaching literature, teaching turned diagnostic and objective. It was 
then discovered that thousands of boys and girls could not read with 
enough comprehension and speed to experience great literature. Teachers 
McKee, Paul, uvocabulary Development, 11 National Society for the Study 
of Education, Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, Part I, Ch"?-P·• IX, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1937, PP• 237~302 
Henry, Nelson B., Editor, 11Purpose of the Yearbook, tt Forty-Seventh 
Yearbook, Part II, Reading in the High School and College, National 
Society for the Study of Education, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1948, P• 2 
Broening, Angela M., op. cit., p. 6 
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[' :~ ~othe~· ~~bj ects obtained ev:tdence that pupil~ ~~=d ~o:=:ead well enough r 
to understand textbooks and collateral reading. 
Russell Y confirms the lack of specific guidance in reading in the 
content subjects:: 
Too often reading instruction is confined to the rather 
li tera.ry type of material, largely fiction, found in 
readers. Actually the children of middle and upper 
grades of the average school need more positive help 
in reading science, mathematics, or social studies 
than they do in reading literature. "What they often 
need most in school, then, is guidance in how to read 
in other areas of the curriculum. 
In theii- current publication, the Commission on the English Curri-
cul-unJ/states: 
Power to get meaning from the printed page begins with 
wo~ recognition. In the elementary and junior high 
schools, teacher)3 should arouse an interest in words, 
tl}eir multiple meanings and their varied forms. They 
·~hould help pupils develop a method of attacking un-
familiar words through the many techniques of -word an-
alysis, pursuit of context clues, and use of the dict-
ionary.' 
When Gray2/listed nine "most generally needed skills :for good read-
ing, n he placed first the ability to understand the vocabulary of the 
subject. 
Horsma.r:J±/ believes that using meaning clues provides a very important 
and efficient aid in attacking new words since little or no time is lost 
Russell, David, op. cit., p. 232 
Commission on the English Curriculum, op. cit., p. 398 
Gray, William S., Basic -Instruction in Readin in ID..ementar · h 
School, University of Chicago Press, 19 , p. 119 
Horsman, Gwen, 11Reading in Junior and Senior Bigh School, n Sup~lement­
ary Educational .Monograph #65, University of Chicago Press, 19 8, 
P• 138 . 
,.! ... 
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in the pr.- ocess of reading. 
Concerning the use of context clues and the dictionary, ArtleyY' con-
eludes that: 
The dictionary will continue to be a valuable reference 
book, but its :many limitations should be recognized and 
the pupils led to see that the sentence context itself 
is at times the best clue to a full and complete meaning. 
About the use of the dictionar,r, Glicksburg1fdeclares: 
Students do not learn the meaning of words by looking 
them up in a dictionary ••• a word has meaning only with 
a -pre-determined context. When we are confronted with a 
new word in a context whose meaning puzzles us, we are 
faced not with a dictionar,y difficulty, but with a prob-
lem of thinking. 
Now we eome to the question of how one may recognize and utilize 
context clues. 
The Dictionary of Educatio~ defines context clues as: 
Suggestions as to the meaning of a word gained from the 
words immediately adjacent in a phrase, clause or other 
context, or found in the same general setting, such as 
a sentence or paragraph. 
T'Wb.en __ we read context," says Horsma.Jv', "we read a passage which 
'--:-~ 
. 
helps explain the meaning of a word or group of I'/Ords. n 
Gray2/refers to context clues as meaning clues and states: 
They are of great value in inferring the meaning of a 
word whose printed form is unfamiliar. Meaning clues 
are probably the most useful aids available in attack-
. 
Artley, A. Sterl, liTe aching Word Meaning Through Context, n Elementary 
English Review, XX, April, 1943, P• 73 
Glicksburg,. "Dynamics of Vocabulary Building," English Journal, XXIX, 
March, 1940, .p. 198 . . 
1 
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lj Dictionary of Education, Carter V. Good, Editor, p. 95 
Horsman, op. cit., p. 137 
Gray, op. eit., p. 119 ··~f~=c 
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ing new -wcn;·ds. In some eases, context clues make mean-
ing unmistakable; in others they merely limit possibilities. 
McCullougJ/ lists the seven most common types of context clues 
l. Definition: Unkno-wn w:>rd defined else-where in the 
passage .. 
2. Experience: Unknown predictable from -what the student 
knows of such situations through book of life exper-
ience. 
3. Comparison and· contrast: Unknown likened to or con-
trasted -with something known. 
4. Syno:nym: Known synonym for the unknown word. Unknown 
word -where we would expect the synoeym to be repeated. 
5. Familiar expression or language experience: Requires 
an acquaintance with common language patterns heard 
every day and anticipated before completed by' speaker 
or writer. 
6. SUliliil.ary: Unkno-wn word summarizes the several ideas 
that have preceded it. 
7. Re:fl~ction of mood or situation: Context provides a 
mood or tone. Unknown word reflects that situatien 
or mood. 
as: 
BettsE', an eminent reading authority, has said that the systematic 
use of context clues is not outright wild guessing; instead, it is a pro-
cess of examination and evaluation ••• of basing probable answer on the 
facts of the situation. 
Hors~ believes that "When students reB.liz~e the large amount of help 
they receive ·in getting the meaning through context, they are encouraged 
and stimulated to apply themselves more thoughtfully to the printed page. 
y McCullough, Constance M., op. cit., p. 269 y Betts, Emmett A., op. cit., p. 601 1' Horsman, Gwen, op. cit., p. 137 
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.. With little time they can comprehend and interpret accurately passages 
which contain several unfamiliar words. / 
McCullougJ:/ emphasizes the importance of training in the use of con-
;!>ext clues: 
We have developed a number of effective tests through 
which the reader m~ identify the for.m of a strange word. 
In addition we have given him knowledge of meaning of pre-
fixes, suffixes, and a few roots. The technique he must 
rely on most often as an adult, analysis of context, we 
have passed over with the lame suggestion ••• Guess. The · 
tool that ~uld be most effective in developing his adult 
vocabulary has been left to his misguided information. 
The immature reader has a limited stock of familiar word and he con-
stantly encounters mrds not previously learned. Gray1/ states that since 
the pupil is not as sensitive as the mature reader to the various clues, 
he needs systematic, orderly training in pertinent techniques of analysis. 
Several steps teachers can take in promoting the ability to use mean-
ing clues are recommended by Graylf: 
l. They can select reading materials that are properly 
adjusted both in subject matter and in vocahular.y to 
the experience of the group. 
2. They can make sure children are prepared to attach 
appropriate meanings to the new words they meet in 
reading. 
3. They can prov.ide guidance which aids children in 
anticipating meaning in reading, in identifying the 
word in total context, and in combining meaning with 
the scrutiny of the word form. 
Horsm~stresses that the material used in developing the skill of 
McCullough, Constance M., 11Recogni tion of Context Clues in Reading," 
Elementary English Review, .XXII, January, 1945, p. 5 
Grey-, WilliamS., op. cit., p •. ll8 
Gray, Williams., op. cit., p. ll9 
Horsman, Gwen, op. cit., p. l36 
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using context clues must be within the experience of the group. He also 
suggests: 
In order to develop skill in independent word attack~ 
it is necessar.r~ as a rule~ to beginwith the simplest 
elements and advm ce gradually until pupils become 
thoroughly competent in the use of each. While teach-
ing these aids it wiil facilitate learning if the words 
used are in the pupils' vocabularies. 
Because the clue to the word meaning is not always found in the sen-
tence where it occurs~ Gr~suggests that the child read around the word 
to see if the context gives a clue. 
In learning to use context clues., the child is doing more than in-
creasing his meaning vocabulary; he is also developing his po-wer to think, 
and to discriminate.. These powers will be acquired if during the develop-
ment of the meaning-cl~e attack he is taught to take the following stepsY: 
1. Compare and contrast word meanings. 
2. Identify various shades of meaning. 
3. Perceive relationships in and generalize word meaning. 
4. Associate a given word form with a given meaning. 
5. Select and adapt appropriate definitions in the light 
of context. 
The importance of training in the use of context clues is emphasized 
by HoviousY: 
We cannot follow the child into life with simplified 
books. We can~ however, train him while he is still 
young to become reasonably accurate at inferring word 
Gray, WilliamS., op. cit., p. 132 
Horsman, Gwen, op. cit., pp. l37-l38 
Hovious, Carol, Suggestions For Teachipg Reading, Grades VII-XII, 
D. C. Heath Co., Boston, l939, p. 28 
__J' 
16 
meaning from context. What the average pupil really 
needs most often is, not a dictionar,r, but a little 
horse sense. He will soon lear.n that word meanings 
are more often than not clearly obvious in their 
context. 
Experimental research in the use of context clues indicates concern 
among educators regarding the lack of effectiveness in using this skill. 
As a result of a survey conducted at Western u;n.versity for over a 
period of five years, McCullough!/points out the inability of college 
students to use context clues. Groups of college freshmen were pr·esented 
w.ith passages in which strange words had been left out. The problem was 
one of identifying the word solely by ·context. Students guessed poorly 
and varied widely in their ability to use different kinds of clues. The 
passages, however, conta:ined one or more clues clearly pointing to the 
character of the missing words. 
Gibbons1/ found that the average college freshman can use context sue-
cessfully to construct the meaning of an unlrnown word in his textbook abouti 
once out of each two opportunities. 
. \ 
From the results of a que-stionn.aire .on ,the best methods of introduc-
ing new words secured from teachers and supervisors i11 two-hundred and 
fifty elementary demonstration schools attached to tea~lleges, Ad 
concluded that the methods considered most effective were: 
l. Studying the context. 
McCullough, Constance M., op. cit., p. 140 
Gibbons, Helen D., The Ability of College Freshmen to Use Context to 
Construct the Meaning of Unknown \fords, Unpublished Doctor r s Field 
Study #2, .Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colorado, 1940 
Addy, _ M. L., ''The Development of a Meaning Vocabulary in the Intermed-
iate Grades," .Elementary English Review, XVIII; January, 1941, p. 22l 
I 
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2. Noting the us~ of the word in the sentence in which 
it appears (also context) • 
3. Relating the word to the former experiences. 
4. Introducing words through the aid of activities. 
5. Using concrete objects and visual aids. 
Liddell1fconducted a stuqy among tWB-hundred and thirty-six pupils of 
varying intelligence in grades four, five, and six in mixed neighborhoods. 
Her purpose was to discover the efficiency of using the context method, 
the telling method, the picture method, isolated form method, and the die-
I 
i tionary procedure in developing understanding of vocabulary. The twenty - 1 
_most frequently missed words from a list of one-hundred obtained from grade I 
four readers were used in the experiment. Groups were formed and a differ-
ent method was used Yd. t~ each. .After testing at the end, it was found that 
the telling method was most effective in teaching word meanings with the 
context method following a close second. 
Butle~found that instruction in specific techniques m~ improve the 
ability to find word meanings from context in grades five and six. 
Gr~ and HolmeJ/ stress t~ need and importance of training in the 
use of context: 
The need is obvious for materials -which are simply and 
clearly written and in which the author has used various 
devices for helping the reader to derive appropriate 
meanings. In addition, the need is urgent for both 
Liddell, Glenda L., An Experiment~ Investigation of Methods of 
Teaching Word Meanings, Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of 
Southern California, 1935 
Butler, Hulda A., Findin Word Meani from Context in Grades Five 
and Six, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 19 3 
Gray and Holmes, op. cit., p. 92 
=====-=====-----" '' 
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group and individual guidance which will help pupils 
to acquire a clear understanding of essential meanings, 
develop power in using the context where it is of value 
in deriving meaning, recognize When the context does 
and does not aid in the acquisition of specific mean-
ings, and develop the initiative and skills essential 
in finding the meaning of new words when they are not 
disclosed by the context. 
McCulloughY has the opinion that, nuntil we disentangle the context 
' 
I 
! 
I! 
I 
clue from the larger consideration of semantics .,;d study it dir~ctly -.ith I 
students at all reading levels, we shall continue to engage in a partial 
-·· program of vocabulary development." 
I 
I In summarizing, it might be said that reading is an essential factor -I 
in the total language-arts program. Through the use of reading in its I 
various channels, individuals secure greater· comprehension and enjoyment 
I 
I 
of the world about them. Profitable reading implies comprehension Vb.ieh 
t~e various reading Skills increase. The use of context clues brings 
I 
about greater comprehension, but training in the use of some of these con- I 
text clues is required by many pupils. Recent experiments and investiga-
tio'ns have sho-wn both the lack of understanding of context clues, and the 
' 
favorable results of proper guidance in their use. 
1/ McCullough, Constance M., "Context Aids in Reading, n Elementary 
English Review, XX, April, l943, p. l43 
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INTRODUCTION TO ~RKBOOK 
De.ar Fellow-Teacher: 
The problem of improving comprehension in reading is one which con-
fronts teachers at all, educational levels. Authorities recognize that 
specific guidance and continuing instruction in the basic reading skills 
should be given as an aid to increased comprehension~ 
Gaining meaning from words is an intrinsic factor in comprehension. 
Many pupils fail in this respect, one cause being their inability to recog-
nize and use valuable clues to meaning contained within the sentence or 
Context may be used to reveal word meanings not only in written mater-
ial, but in oral material such as lectures, discussions, explanations and 
conversations ••• in fact, in all reading and listening situations both in 
and out of school. 
Some of these context clues may be: 
1. .A possible definition or a word in apposition. 
2. A synonym or antonyii! which might give a hint to 
the meaning. 
3. A clue offered by another known word in contrast 
or comparison. 
4. The experience of the pupil which mey- give some 
hint to the meaning. 
5. The unknown word may be a summary; of the known or 
familiar ideas which have preceded it. 
Since there is very little suitable material available for use in. 
developing this skill, the exercises in the Workbook have been built for 
I 
\ 
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------rthis purpose. The sentences and paragraphs used in the exercises contain 
items of general interest or topics selected from the subject matter stud-
ied by the pupils. The Workbook is divided into five sections, each having 
its own Pre-Test, practice exercises, and Progress Test. 
Suggestions for Use 
l. Have each pupil take the general Pre-Test on the use 
of context clues so that you and he may see in which 
clues he needs specific help. Since the clues are 
scattered throughout the Pre-Test, a complete check 
of pupil errors will indicate the clues in which he 
lacks skill. Some pupils will not require practice 
in the use of all clues. 
2. Use the Pre-Test, practice exercises, and Progress 
Test for each clue according to the need of the pupil. 
This will be determined by the resp.lts of the general 
Pre-Test. The section in which the pupil needs most 
help should be used first. 
3. Provide for the transfer of these abilities to outside 
reading through: 
a) Bonus questions following the exercises on a 
particular clue to increase the carry-over into 
the pupil's general reading. 
b) A cJ.ue hunt where· pupils can be detectives in 
search of meaning clues in outside reading and 
in their own textbooks. 
c) A clue-quiz where students will try their sen-
tences and paragraphs with clues with other 
pupils .. 
Use the materials according to the pupil's need and your discretion. 
The writer does not assume that these exercises alone are sufficient to 
1
increase total reading ability or even provide all the material necessary 
for complete mastery of context clues, but hopes 'that they may serve as 
a beginning and provide a basis and pattern for further development. 
24 
Dear Pupil: 
No matter where we go, what we see or what we do, we find words! 
Old -words, new words, lon~ words, short words, familiar words and strange 
words! We find them ~t home, in church, in school, on the street, in the' 
store, and on the bus. I We hear them from our friends and over the radio. • 1 
••• but do we always know what they mean? There's not much fun or profit I 
in reading them or listening to them if they mean little or nothing to us. 1 
I Knowing the meaning of words helps us to know what t s what in the world 
about us. Knowing how to unlock the meaning of a word is one of the best 
highways to reading success on which anyone can travel. 
All of us can become mmeaning detectives~ and discover the meaning 
of words. What we need is some basic tra.iiLi.ng in spotting and tracking 
dow.n. clues. 
A good detective in search of a solution hunts around on the look-
out for clues. He knows what makes up a clue and where he can find it. 
Then he pieces the clues together and comes up with his solution. ·Learn-
ing to spot and analyze these clues takes time and training. But after 
he has mastered the use of the clues ••• ,the tables are turned; the clues 
work for him. 
So, too, -with reading. Clues are often hidden near the problem 
word, in the same sentence or paragraph., and require only discovery. 
Look around, get out your reading magnifying glass and track down these 
clues to meaning. As you improve, you'll realize how simple it becomes. 
.I 
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The exercises in this Workbook are just for you. They are to be part · 
of your training in becoming a JMmaster meaning detectivel'• With your 
teacher's help you will find the clues to which you need to give extra 
attention. Take the Pre-Test to discover how much fuelp you need in mas-
tering each clue. The practice exercises will give you assistance in re-
cognizing and using each clue. · 
When you have finished each group of exercises, try the Progress Test. 
Notice the growth you have made in using the clue. Go back over the ques-
tions to see what ones you missed. Be sure that you understand each one.· 
Keep working and when you 1ve finished, you 111 be on your wa;y to becoming 
an A-1 "meaning clue detectiven. 
Look around in your reading books, magazines, and newspapers for clues! 
which give meanings to strange and unfamiliar words. Search f_or the mean- I 
ings. Perpaps some of your classmates would like to try them; so bring 
them to class. It will be fun to test their skill as 11me.aning detectivesll 
28 
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PRE-TEST ON THE USE OF CONTEXT CLUES 
General Instructions 
Read each paragraph carefully. ~hen 
read and follow the directions given with 
the short test after the paragraph. Some 
of the words may be unfamiliar; so try to 
answer each one with care¥ 
These paragraphs and your answers 'Will 
help you and your teacher in determining 
how much help you need in becoming a master 
reading-clue detective. 
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Part One 
The Gold Rush in California 
land and sea. San Francisco grew almost overnight into a ·tbri ving toi"'Il.. 
• 
The prices of necessary articles soared. Small shacks were rented v 
? 
for three thousand dollars a month. Rough little shanties "Which were 
called hotels, charged from seven to fourteen dollars a day for room and r1 
board. Restaurants charged three dollars for a cup of coffee, a slice of 
ham, and two eggs. Bread cost fifty cents a loaf; milk a dollar a quart, 
and butter, four dollars a pound. As everybody needed shovels, pickaxes, 
blankets, and other supplies, the prices for such articles rose to many 
times their ordinary value)/ 
y Hartman, Gertrude, America, Land of Freedom, D. C. Heath and Company, 
Boston, l952, P• 360 
Directions: In the blank beside each sentence write the letter of 
the response ~ch correctly completes the statement. 
----- L During the Gold Rush of l849, prices of food, 
lodging, and necessary articles 
a) were lowered 
b) were raised 
·c) remained the same 
2. The small towns 
a) were abandoned 
b) became smaller settlements 
c) became heavily populated 
I 
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3. San Francisco became 
----- a) well-off 
b) thrifty 
c) impoverished 
4. When no people live in a region it is 
---- a) thickly populated 
b) Uliinhabi ted 
c) thriving 
5. "When prices rise sharply we sa;r they have 
----- a) soured 
b) changed 
c) soared 
High Score __ ....:5:...___ Your Score 
-----
Part Two 
As the traders set out from -Missouri after the year 1821, w.i.ld count 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
! 
I 
lay along the route with danger from hostile Indians, and buffaloes. Un-
daunted, the traders blazed the Santa Fe Trail across the waterless desert.'! 
I Each spring long lines of prairie schooners, four or eight abreast, set outl 
over the plains with their stocks of calico, gingham, crockery, glassware, 
needles and pins, tools and hardware. It was a hard trip. The sun-baked 
treeless plains were often swept by winds -which wiped out signs of the 
trail. For many weeks the caravans plodded on under blazing sun in a 
. ,I ceaseless· swirl of stifling dust. 
:j 
I 
At last, from the brow of a hill, the 
worn and dusty traders caught sight of Santa Fe. When they saw the build-
ings, they stopped to prepare for their entrance into the town, for they 
Directions: One word in the column means the same as the word on 
the left. Write the letter of the matching word in the blank._ 
a) unwanted 
b) wide awake 
1. undaunted 
-------
c) fearless 
d) careful 
2. hostile a) hospitable 
b) cruel 
c) unkind 
d) peaceful 
a) landed 
b) walked 
____ 3. plodded 
c) struggled 
d) rolled 
a) unending 
b) silent 
4. ceaseless 
-----
c) ealm 
d) gentle 
a) .moving 
b) sandy ----.,.... 5. stifling 
c) smothering 
d) chilling 
High Score · 5 Your Score 
Part Three 
The Gold Rush in Colorado 
In 1858 came news of deposits of gold in Colorado. This created al-
most as much excitement through the country- as had the discovery of gold 
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in California ten years before. "When it was reported that a ":L!egion of 
boundless wealthtt had been discovered, thousands of people made their way 
to 'Colorado from all over the countrJ in covered wagons and every other 
. l 
kind of vehicle. Hopeful fortune seekers painted on the canvas of their 
wagons the, motto, 11Pike 1 s .Peak, or Bustl n Much of the gold in the Colorado 
2 . 
region was deeply imbedded in the rocks and expensive machinery was needed 
to get it out. So it was not long before many of those who had started so 
optimi~ti~ally for the gold region returned in des~air to their homes. On 
some of those wagons the words, 1~usted, by gosh!n were scrawled under the 
signs.J/ 
)/ ibid. p. 361 
Directions: From the list below select a definition for each of 
the underlined words above. In the blank beside each definition 
write the number which is above the word in the paragraph. I 
a. in a hopeful manner 
b. w.Lthout hope 
c. a carriage or-means 
d. below the surface 
e. well-supplied 
f. p_el;_'IDission to dig 
High Score 4 
of transportation 
Yeur Score 
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Part Four 
At The Circus · 
Under the gigantic circus -tent children were shouting and cheering 
-while they eagerly awaited the start of the show. As the hour approached 
, 
their excitement grew more intense. They were jumping around, calling to 
each other, and cl.apping their hands. Only the ·appearance· of the ring-
master ended their incessant clamoring. 
They watched eagerly as each attraction came into view,· and eheered 
as the band leader, gaily and happily, led the first strains of the parade 
music. He stepped along and directed the players with such a gay spirit 
that so<Dn all eyes were. upon this young man with the jaunty air .. 
All the onlookers sat breathless in amazement at the perilous per- !l 
formance of the trapeze artists near the top of the tent. Many faces in 1'1 
the au~ence showed some anxiety about the artists' safety. Their fears 
were allayed; they breathed easier as the stunts were completed and the 
performers gracefully slid to the ground to receive the thunderous applause 
.of the delighted audience. 
Directions: Match the words in Column I with an appropriate 
meaning in Column II. Place the letter_ of the word in Column II 
beside the correct word in Column I. 
I II 
l. clamoring a) dangerous 
2. anxiety b) unending 
-3. incessant c) great, large 
4. thunderous d) clever 
5. jaunty e) quieted 
6. perilous f) noise 
7. allayed g) loud 
8. intense h) worry 
i) gay, happy 
j) handsome 
~~::::::=:=::;:~ =-==c-ol-· r=-------·· Hi~:Q. >?.<?.~!~ 8 - . ------.--- .. - +9},~-.S.co.re 
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Part Five 
The Flood in Holland, 1953 
In the winter of 1953 the people of Holland showed their mettle, 
strength and courage, by the admirable way in which they faced the 
devastating storm and flood which brought almost complete ruin to their 
country. 
As gigantic waves piled against the weakened dikes, and inundated, 
or flooded, their farms, these people continued-their struggle for sur-
vi val. They could not be thwarted. Each injunction, or command, was 
carried out as they were taken from this sodden area to drier, safer 
places. Floodlights penetrated the dense fog as they collected their 
frugal supplies into the skiffs, small light boats, and sought some kind of 
egress, some way out. They followed each direction calmly, not 
obstreperously: as might be expected from people in panic. 
With such example, more fortunate people from all corners of the 
earth sent aid to this stricken area. Such courageous behavior merited 
assistance. 
=o·=~= 
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Directions: Match the words in Column I with an approp;oiate 
meaning in Column II. Place the letter of the word in Column II 
beside the correct Word in Column I. 
I 
1. mettle 
----- 2. devastating 
3. gigantic 
----- 4. inundated 
5. thwarted 
----- 6. injunction 
7. sodden 
-----
----- 8. penetrated 
---- 9. frugal 
----~10. obstreperously 
ll. skiffs 
---------~12. egress 
High Score __ l.;.:2;;___ 
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II 
a) noisily 
b) destroying, ruining 
c) small boats 
d) large 
e) stopped 
f) 
g) 
h) 
i) 
j) 
k) 
1) 
m) 
n) 
courage 
few, meager 
order 
flooded 
unconscious 
soaked with water 
beaten 
pierce, cut through 
an exi.. t, way out 
Your Score 
-----
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SECTION ONE - CLUE: DEFINITIO:N 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
The first section of our Workbook is devoted to the clue called 
Definition. This clue is contained in the sentences and paragraphs of 
the following Pre-Test which you are now to take. 
Read each sentence 
tiona for answering the 
score on this Pre-Test~ 
using this clue. 
and paragraph carefully. Then follow the direc-
questions after each paragraph. Notice your 
It will show you how good you alrea~ are in 
l. When water· separates from air and falls as rain, snow, sleet, 
hail, or forms dew or frost, the process is called preciritation. 
Place a check beside the items below which are 
examples of precipitation. 
-----
1. dew on the grass 
2. high tide 
----- 3. frost on a window pane 
4. a sleet storm 
-----
----- 5. April showers 
2. President Lincoln gave to all the true meaning of democracy 
when he called our government, na government of the people, 
by the people, and for the people.n 
Place a check beside the items which are examples of 
a democracy. 
----- 1. People voting for their favorite candidate. 
2. A man giving his opinion at Town Meeting 
3. A dictator making the rules for the people 
----- to follow 
· 4. Motorists stopping at a red traffic light signa1l 
---------- I 
------
5. A man being imprisoned because of his national-
ity 
·-------- -----======-=-=--=--=-=--=--=--'-·-- ·-
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3. The angry citizens were protesting the building of a 
gasoline storage tank near the school. In their 
petition, a paper of request which all citizens signed, 
they asked the committee not to grant the permission 
to build. 
Place a check mark beside the items which are 
examples of a petition. 
-----
l. An advertisement for the Policeman 1 s Ball 
2. A request, signed by five hundred people, 
for a new school building. 
----- 3. A plea signed by the town citizens for 
traffic lights at a busy intersection 
-----
4. A list of citizens eligible to vote 
.:._ ____ 5. A request from one hundred and fifty 
people for more welfare benefits 
4. One place of special interest to visitors in Bome, Italy, 
is the ancient catacombs. These subterranean, or under-
ground, burial places were used by the early Christians 
during the time.of the persecutions. 
Place a check mark beside the locations in the follow-
ing list which could be considered subterranean. 
l. A coal mine 
-----
2. Arlington Cemetery 
-----
3~ Grant's Tomb 
----- 4. The New York Subway System 
----- 5. The tunnel which connects the Senate 
Office Building with the Capitol 
=::-=c-J ···-··-···- -- =-==:-== =====--======· ________ ___, ________ ---· -·--- ------·------ -------------
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5. Heat from the sun causes the eva.eoration of water from land 
and sea into the atmosphere. Evaporation is a process by 
'Which water changes from a liquid to a gas. 
Check the items which are examples of evaporation. 
Place a check mark in the blanks beside your choice. 
l. A boiling teakettle with very little 
---------- water left in it 
2. Puddles of water in the street after 
a shower 
----- 3. A perfume bottle which is empty because 
the top was not on tight 
-----
4. Dew on the grass in the morning 
5. High tide 
-------
High pcore 14 · 
Total the number of correct responses. 
score. Record it on your clue score sheet. 
Progress Test you may compare your scores. 
much you have advanced. Try ~hard! 
Your Score 
-----
That number will be your 
When you have taken the 
Then you ~ll notice how 
·I 
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Explanation of the Use of the -Glue 
'When you meet a strange word in your reading, what do you do? Do 
you skip. over it? Do you look it up in the dictionary? Or do you just 
take a :wild guess at .the meaning? You 1ll find that you gain nothing by 
skipping· over or ignoring the new word; you may be lucky and just happen 
to strike the meaning by guessing; end the dictionary, although not al-
ways convenient, is helpful. But did you ever think that the answer you 
are looking for might be right under your eyes in the context? The mean-
ing of a new word is often .found in the same sentence or paragraph. When 
meeting new words in reading, as in meeting any new situation, it pays to 
be practical and to use one 1 s common sense~ With a little application 
you may discover the meaning. Something about the word itself may be 
.familiar. Re-read it in its own sentence or paragraph. Try to determine 
the meaning by yourself. Then refer to your dictiona.:tj'" in order to check 
your guess. There are many ways to discover these seemingly hidden mean-
ings. 
Let 1 s become acquainted with one simple clue called definition. It 
is a hint contained within the sentence which reveals the meaning of the 
unknown word. For example: 
Switzerland remained neutral in both the First and 
Second World Wars; she didn'~ .fight on either side. 
Yfuat does the word neutral mean? In the rest of the sentence there 
is a clue to its meaning. Find it. 
Perhaps you have already discovered that, "she didn't fight on either 
, side, n gives you a hint to the meaning ••• S-witzerland was not engaged in 
38 
either of the wars; neutral means not favoring .one side more than the 
other. 
This type of clue sometimes is shown very clearly in one of two ways; 
it may be set off by commas; or it may be preceded by the word ~· Both 
of these devices make it easier to detect the definition which gives us 
an additional statement of the meaning of the unknown word. For example: 
The eighth-grade class attended the matinee, or 
afternoon performance, .of Treasure Island at the 
Strand Theater .. 
The strange word is matinee. You can easily detect this clue. . . 
a matinee is an Jtafternoon performance111 • How. did you discover it? Maybe 
you noticed that 11afternoon performance11 is preceded by the word .£!:• 
· The follow:ing exercises contain this clue ••• the meanings should be 
easy to discover. Try to find the meaning of the unknown IDrds. 
Directions: Read each of the following paragraphs carefulJ.y. Then 
follow the directions for answering questions after each paragraph .. 
l. The years following World War II will be considered in our 
histor,y as a period of prosperi~, a time of general wealth 
and good fortune. 
Which of the foll:owing are examples of prosperity? 
Place a check in tfie blanks beside your choices. . 
_.:..._ ___ l. A large number of people reading the newspaper 
2. A week of warm, smmy weather 
----- 3. Well-fed children with warm clothing in winter 
----- 4. Few people -without jobs 
---------- 5. Better fishing in the trout streams 
i\ 
I' 
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2. Madame 'Curie, the discoverer of radium, spent most of her 
waking hours in her laboratoEY, or scientitic workshop, 
hoping to complete her study of radium. 
Which would you consider a laboratory? Place a check in 
the blanks beside your choices. 
-----
l~ A busy traffic intersection 
2. A building in which scientists conduct 
trials -with chemicals · 
3. A cobbler 1 s shop 
----- 4. The hospital room in which blood tests 
were taken and examined 
5. The room used by Thomas Edison for his 
various experiments with electricity 
3. While studying at West Point, General MacArthur was very 
conscientious; he was an exact and careful student. 
"Which of the .following people would you consider 
conscientious? Place a check in the blank beside 
your choices. 
----- l. John, who wastes no time during study period 
2. Louise, who likes to walk to work each morning 
----- 3-. The milkman who delivers the milk "!!Very morn-
ing before seven o'clock 
----- 4. Mary, who does only the assignments 'Which 
interest her 
5. Aunt Anne, who pays her bills within a week 
after receiving them 
=-=======:-=- ----- c=-:o=--=-~------------- __ =-c--
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Before we bought the fence for our garden, we had to find the 
perimeter, or the distance _around the outer edge on all sides. 
Which of the following would require a knowledge of the 
perimeter? Place a check in the blanks beside your choices. 
-----
L Putting a border around the kitchen linoleum 
----- 2. Purchasing a new flagpole for the ball field 
----- 3. Building a railing for the baby's play pen 
----- 4. Cutting the clothesline the right length 
----- 5. Constructing a new garage 
5~ The scientists first decided to conduct an analysis of the new 
serum before trying it with the patients. When they had found 
what it was composed of, they could then determine its possible 
uses in overcoming the effects of malaria. 
Which of the following would you consider an analysis? 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the situations . 
you select .. 
-----
l. Detectives examining the clues found after 
a robbery 
----- 2. A newspaper commentator g{ving his opinion 
of a recent political event 
----- 3. A newspaper account giving the score of 
yesterday's football game 
----- 4. A chemist's examination of a sample of water 
found in a spring 
----- 5. A Texas oilman drilling an oil well 
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6. The angles of' an. equilateral triangle, -which is a triangle "With 
equal sides, are all of' the same size. 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the items which might 
be equilateral. 
-----
-----
-----
l. The sides of' a rug -which is eight feet square 
2. A bookcase Which measures four feet qy three 
feet 
3. A pane of' "Window glass in a round window 
4. A room measuring ten feet on all sides 
----- 5. A triangle Whose sides measure three feet, 
four feet, and five feet 
7. The performance of' the clowns and monkeys was so funny that 
the shouting and laughter became raueous;·the noise was loud, 
boisterous and uncontrollable. 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the situations 
-which might commonly be considered raucous. 
-----
l. The monkey-house in the zoo 
-----
2. A professional tennis match 
3. A bout between two heavy-Weight boxers 
-----
-----
4• A close football game 
-----
5. A violin solo played in Carnegie Hall 
I 
I 
I 
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8. The old time lighthouse keeper stayed at his station, guiding 
the ships to safety during the most inclement weather. He 
was at his post in spite of rain, sleet, and storm. 
Check the types of weather below which might be termed in-
clement. 
le A warm, . sunny day 
2. A severe thunder and lightning storm 
3. A blizzard 
4. A cloudy day 
5. A rainy day 
. ~ 9. Before their attack on the island, the Marines had to take 
part in many preparations.. Chief among these was the load-
ing of the amphibious tanks, which could be used both in. the 
· water going from the landing barge to the shore, and on the 
island as the troops proceeded inland. 
Place a cheek mark beside the items below which might 
be called amphibious. 
l. Parachutes 
-----
2. Alligators 
J. Canoes 
-----
4. Ducks 
-----
-----5. Seaplanes 
-=--=-=·---=.1=--=-=--=-==-=-==-=-=-=-=-c:--.. ==:--=c- -,, ""-cc.-:-o.~ -o:=_o-.=.-.o·:,-=c= -·:... __ 
10. In order to understand how a house thermometer works, you 
must remember that when a liquid like mercury, alcohol, or 
water is heated, it expands; that is, it increases in 
volume. 
Check the items belowwb.ich give examples of expansion. 
1. The balloon lost the air in it when the 
---------- string was broken. 
-------
2. John grew six inches last year. 
-----
3. The air was pUIDped into the inner tube 
when the tire was being changed. 
------
4. Our lungs change their size as we inhale. 
5. The piece of glass on the road caused a 
------ flat tire. 
High Score 28 Your Score 
-----
-------
This type of clue can be found in anything you may read. You 111 
find it in your textbooks where it is a great help in understanding your 
lessons. It will be in stories, in newspapers, magazines, and in the 
i latest adventure stories. Look for this clue whenever you meet a strange 
word. 
-----·----·--------
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Progress Test on the Use of the Clue 
Directions': Read the following paragraphs carefully. Then 
follow the directions for the matching test. This test will 
show you how well you have mastered the use of this one clue. 
Climbing Mt. Everest 
Mountain climbers from all sections of the world have looked upon 
climbing to the peak of Mt. Everest as an almost insurmountable, ilnp~~:::-
sible task. The summit, or top of _:th~ _mountain, reaches 29,000 feet., ~ 
---- -- --- --· -- ~ -~ -- -- . ---· 
little less than five and one-half miles, into the air. 
-------·-
Several attempts have been made to conquer this inaccessible, un-
-~~.§:~g<!h_le p_ea1c.. The ascent, C?:t:'. c~i_D]h, is at times almost perpendicular 
because_i't__;i.$ straight. It can be accomplished only with the best climb-
---- ----- -
ing equipment, by an indomitable person 'Who will never give up until all 
hope is gone. 
In 1924 an Englishman named Norton overcame avalanches, ~11_g~ mov-
ing drifts of snow and ice, bitter cold, and lack of sufficient air, to 
reach an altitude of 28,000 feet.· His strength dwindled; he became weak 
and was forced to turn back. Others have tried, but, until June, 1953, 
there was no proof that anyone had reached this peak, the highest in the 
entire world. On the eve of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II of 
England, news flashed throughout the already jubilant British Empire. 
A group of climbers under the guidance of Hunt had succeeded; the peak 
had been reached - - - Mt. Everest had been conquered. 
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Match the i tenis in Column II with the word which means the 
same in Column I. Place the letter of the matching item in 
the blank beside the word in Column I. 
I II 
1. ascent a. peak 
2. unsurmountable b. lessened 
3. inaccessible c. thunderstorm 
4. summit d. climb 
5. indomitable e. height 
6. dwindled f. strong--willed 
7. altitude g. unreachable 
8. avalanche h. moving snow drifts 
i. impossible 
j. a strange feeling 
k. deadened 
High Score __ 8 _ _,___ Your Score 
-----
******~-~'-**** 
Bonus Paragraph 
If you want extra points., read this paragraph. Then try the 
exercise. It may help to raise your total score. 
Bowling 
Bowling was an outdoor sport more than two thousand years ago when it 
was played along the Mediterranean Sea as Bowles. In England bowling on 
the green soon became popular. It has gained rapid popularit;y: in the 
United States from the time the Dutch first brought it to the New Nether-
lands in the early seventeenth century. 
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At f:l,.rst there were many variations in the way the game was played. 
To dew, ten pins are used in the official game. Standard tenpins are fif-
teen inches high, and the diameter at the b~e is about two and one-quarter 
inches. They are made of hard maple and must not weigh less than three 
pounds, eight ounces. The ball is made of hard rubber composition, and 
may not weigh more than sixteen pounds or less than ten pounds, and may 
not exceed twenty-seven inches in circumference. Balls are drilled with 
thumb and finger holes at various angles to suit each individual player. 
A good player has full confidence in his ball.Y 
Jones, Morgan end Landis, Good Health for Better Living, Laidlaw 
Brothers, Inc., New York, l9Sl, p. 89 
Match the wrds in Column II -w:i. th the words in Column I. 
Place the letter of the matching word in the blank beside 
the ward in Column I. 
I 
----- l. popularity 
2. variations 
J. circumference 
----- 4. confidence 
High Score __ 4...:..__ _ 
=--=---=---:c:-_fl=c ___ ,__ ---- ------~---=-c:7---== 
II 
a. changes, differences 
b. tn.tSt, faith 
c. secret 
d. distance around the outside 
e·. rules 
f. public approval and favor 
Your Score 
-----
I 
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Part A - Clue: Synonym 
SECTION TWO 
CLUES: PART A) 
PART B) 
SYNONYM 
ANTONYM 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
The clue: Synonym, is contained in the sentences and paragraphs of 
the following Pre-Test -which you are now to take. 
Read each sentence and paragraph carefully. Then follow the direc-' 
tions for answering the questions after each paragraph. Notice your score 
on this Pre-Test. It w.i.ll show you how good you already are in using this 
clue. 
Mail call in boot camp is often' the scene of great pandemonium. The 
noise and confusion begin as the bugle heralds the 'CI.!'_~v~ of the rooky's 
mail. The boys are valiant as they await the call of their names, brave 
in the hope of a letter or two from home. Their agitation grows more in-
tense as the names are called and the pile grows smaller. 
Who could blame these young men for their ex~i_y~_Jl1ent~ The unfor-
tunate few -who receive no mail abandon their jocular tones and become 
more subdued. They had been happy in their hopes but now they grow more 
. 
Casual congratulations are given to that lucky pal who holds a 
cherished eoistle and all endeav;r to be cheerful. It is camp custom to 
rejoice in the good luck o£ one's colleagues; so try they will. There's 
always tomorrow and another mail call. 
===---~--=--------~~-~============~======~====== ==-il-,--. ---::-=-:- c=-= 
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I ~r~~ Match ~h~ ~=~d.- in Column rr m th the =rds in co1~ r. 
II · Place the letter of the matching word beside the word in 
Column I. 
il 
i 
Example:: b l. excitement 
ae.andon a 2. 
I 
l. pandemonium 
2. her~d 
3. valiant 
----- 4. agitation 
----- 5. jocular 
6. subdued 
----- 7. casual 
----- 8. epistle 
9. colleague 
------~10. endeavor 
High Score ___;1:::..0:;__ _ 
Total the number of correct responses. 
score.. Record it on your clue score sheet. 
Progress Test you may compare your scores. 
much you have advanced. Try hardl 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
leave behind 
commotion 
youth 
tie together 
I,I 
a.. joking 
b. le-tter 
c. try,, attempt 
d. quiet 
e. off-h;and 
f. brave 
g. pal' 
h. noise, excitement 
i. confusion 
j. announce 
k. underground 
1. uni:v:ersi ty 
Your Score 
-----
That number "Will be your 
When you have taken the 
Then you will notice how 
.. ~­:. 
I' ! 
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Explanation of the Use of the Clue 
In your English classes you've met the terms, synonym and antonym. 
You will recall that a synonym is a word which means the same as another 
word and can be used in the same wey. For example, bravery is a synonym 
lj for courage; desire for wish, begin for start, and increase .for multi.p:Ly. 
· A knowledge of this clue is also an important step toward understand-~~ 
I 
I 
I 
ing What you read. 
In the following sentence is an example ·of a synonym: 
If all parts of an automobile were to be made by hand, 
the cost of even the cheapest car would run into 
thousands o.f dollars, and none but the rich could 
afford such a vehicle. 
:vehicle may be a strange word to you, but can you find a:rry other 
word in the sentence which has the same meaning and thus gives a clue 
I to the :rooaning of the new word? Automobile is just the word. Its mean-
,! 
I! i.ng is clear to us ••• we know now the meaning of vehicle .from its synonym, 
I 
ij' automobile. 
' · Try these exercises to see if you understand the use of synonyms in 
II 
II gaining the meaning of what you read. 
',I Record your score on the score sheet. Notice how you are progressing. 
ll Be sure that you check yc:ur answers, and correct your errors. 
II 
II 
II 
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Directions: Read ep.ch of the following paragraphs carefully. Then 
follow the directions for answering questions after each paragraph. 
l. When the bombardier returned from the Korean battlefield, he 
suffered from fatigue. Continuous missions had made him. 
extremely tired. · 
'Which of the following would result in extreme fatigue? 
Place a check in the blanks before yoUr choices. 
----- l. Riding in a train through the country admiring 
the beautiful scenery 
2. Operating a weaving machine for eight success-
ive hours 
----- 3. Washing windows in fifteen-storied hotels 
-----
4. Skimming the daily newspaper 
---- 5. S-wi.mming the .English Channel 
2. The activities of the Chinese Reds are ??Predictable. 
We can never guess what they are planning next. 
Which of the following would you say are unpredictable? 
Place a check in the blanks before your choices. 
l. The score of tomorrow's baseball game 
between the Red Sox and Yankees 
2. The weather next Sunday 
3. The melting of snow 'When the sun shines 
4. The time of high tide 
5. The success of the church fair 
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3. The guidance director in high school will give -wise counsel 
to all. freshmen. This advice will aid them in making a 
success of high school.· 
Which of the following would you consider counsel? 
Place a check in the blanks beside your choices. 
-----
-----
l. A traffic cop telling children the meaning 
of traffic lights 
2. A telephone operator glVlng a number not 
listed in a telephone directory 
J. A football coach giving help to his team just 
before tbe last quarter of a close game 
4. A scout leader telling his troop What to do 
----- in case of an air raid 
-----
5. A noted statesman warning United Nations 
members of the dangers of the atomic bomb 
4. At the wh~ of any Communist official, a person in the Iron 
Curtain countries mey find himself incarcerated without 
reason or warning. He is imprisoned indefinitely and ma~·· 
remain there until he dies or is moved to a different location. 
In which of the fallowing places would a person be 
incarcerated? Place a check in the blanks beside your 
·I 1, 
I. 
-----::r=------· --------
5. As the United Nations and the Communists carried on the exchange 
of prisoners during the Korean War~ there was great anguish in 
the hearts of many parents in the United States. Such grief and 
worry was natural since the people worried about the health and 
strength of their sons. 
Place a. check beside the situations "Which might ·bring 
about anguish. 
-----
1. A two-car collision at a busy intersection 
-----
2. An explosion at a chemical plant 
-----
3. The score of yesterdayt s ball game 
4. A violent hurricane 
-----
-----
5. The latest style in hC!.ts 
6. There was a great deal of skepticism in the minds o.f many people 
as they read the Russian statement about peace. This doubt was 
due to the number of times Russia had spoken about peace but 
acted otherwise. 
'Check the statements below which are signs o:f skeptieism. 
1. The sun might shine tomorrow, but it has 
----- rained fo:r a week. 
----- 2. Washington's 'Bi:rthdczy- is on February 22• 
----- 3.. Our team hasn't won a game so far; they may 
win tomorrow. 
-------- 4~ Those plants will bloom in the spring. 
----- 5~ It is snowing now; we can go skiing tomorrow. 
#;., .... 
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7. ']he strange actions of the communistic countries would lead 
many of us to question and. wonder about their behavior. The 
freedom to be inquisitive in this way is one of our God-Given 
rights in a democracy. 
Place a check in the blanks beside the examples of people 
who might be considered inguisi ti ve. 
----- 1. Leo~ who spends a great deal of time looking 
up important information in the encyclopedia 
2. Joan~ who often misspells a word because she 
won't refer to the dictionary 
3. Ann~: who always asks ~uestions about anything 
---------- she doesn't understand 
------
4.. MOther, when she asks the correct time 
------
5. A telephone operator who asks to have a 
number repeated 
8. The women and children of the Italian household help in gather-
ing the grapes which grow in abundance in Italy 1 s warm~ sunny 
climate. They go out to the vineyards early in,the morning 
before the. heat of the day with their baskets over their ,. 
shoulders. Before long they return with these panniers over-
flowing with the luscious grapes used in the manufacture of .....-! 
Italian wine. ~ 1 
Which of the following might be considered a pannier? 
Place a check beside your choices. 
l. Shoulder 
-----
2. Climate 
3. llil.sket 
-----
4.. Heat 
------
5. Vineyard 
-----
High Score ___ 2_0 _ _ Your Score 
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Progress Test on the Use of the Clue 
Directions: Read the paragraphs below. Then follow the directions 
for the exercise -with the paragraphs. 
Employers, seeking young men and women for positions in their com-
panies, consider veracity as on~ of the essential qualifications. A 
truthful, sincere, and honest individual "Will receive consideration; no 
man wants a deceitful, dishonest, undependable person in his employ. 
A person who is sagacious will take special precautions to be 
punctual. The habit of being on time is one which the -wise individual 
takes· special care to devet. op. Large companies have established working-
hours, and valuable time and business may be lost if anyone is tardy. 
In seeking employment, one should select a firm with integrity and 
initiative, one which has sound business practices and which can be de-
pended upon to move ahead to a more promising future. Employers of this 
type of firm secure employees with the same integrity and initiative so 
that the business will continue to grow. If you wish to be included in 
this march of progress, now is the time to begin to develop these worth-
while habits. 
. I 
I 
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Match the words in Column II with the words in Column I. Place 
the letter of the word in Column II beside the word in Column I. 
I 
-----
l. verac:tty 
2. sagacious 
3. punctual 
----- 4. integrity 
5. initiative 
-----
High Score_--'5::;__ __ 
II 
.. 
a. precaution 
b. wise 
c. at the exact time 
d. consideration 
e. soundness, strength 
f. power to start, begin 
g. truthfulness 
Your Score ___ ..;.__ 
********-.-'k*** 
Bonus Paragraph 
Nature is very generQus in the production of man 1 s food. But unfor-
tunately, for man this bountiful supply of all the different foods is 
ready for consumption within a comparatively short period of time. Manta 
problem is how to save as much as possible of this extra food for fu~ure 
use. It is very important to preserve food from the action of bacteria. 
Methods of preservation make it possible to store food supplies for long 
periods of time and to eat foods out of season.1/ 
Jones, Morgan and Landis, Good Health for Better Living, Laidlaw 
Brothers, Inc., New York, l9Sl, p. 100 
Match the words in Column II with the words in Column I. Place 
the letter of the matching.word beside the word in Column I. 
I II 
l. bountiful 
-----
a. keeping, storing 
-----
2. consumption b. destruction 
3. bacteria 
----- 4. preservation 
c. decay-producing organisms 
d. eating, using up 
e. plentiful 
f. cooking 
High Score_......;4~-- Your Score 
-----
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
li 
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Part B - Clue:. Antonym 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
The clue: Antonym, is contained in the paragraph of the following 
Pre-Test which you are now to take. 
Read the paragraph carefully. Then follow the directions for answer-
ing the questions. Notice your score on this Pre-Test. It will show how 
good you already are in using this clue. 
It was the last of the ninth inning; the score was tied; bases were 
loaded; Tim Rourke, the captain, came to bat. As he had a count of two 
strikes, the crowd became less vociferous. It was a quiet group which 
listened as the umpire in very audible tones, called, mJ3all OneJin No 
dissent was heard at mBaJ..l Two l ~n Every head nodded in approval. Many 
ruddy faces became white 'When Rourke readied himself for the next pitch. 
At the craek of his bat the once solemn, serious throng roared ecstaticallyll 
li 
I 
and cheered as ,Tim rounded the bases for a homerun. 
Match the meanings in Column II with the words in Column I. 
Write the letter of the matching words in the blank beside 
the word in Column I. 
I II 
1. vociferous a. red, glol'li.ng 
2. audible b. far away 
J. dissent c. happily 
4. ruddy d. able to be heard 
5. ecstatically e. loud, noisy 
f. for a long time 
g. disapproval 
High Score 5 Your Score 
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Explanation of the Use of the Clue 
Now, let us look at antonyms. • • • .An antonym is a -mrd vd. th an 
exactly opposite meaning.. :Cowardice is an antonym for bravery; finish or 
complete would be antonyms for begin; and the opposite of increase is 
decrease. Sometimes an antonym brings out the meaning of an unkno-wn word. 
For example : 
If you read your paper agam, you will see that your answer 
is vague. It is not clear and understandable. 
The second sentence contains the clue. • .giving a meaning that is 
clearly opposite. Vague is an antonym of clear. 
Antonyms bring out the meaning of the unknown words in these exer-
cises. • • try to discover them~ Then record your scoFe in the proper place 
on your score sheet. Are your scores improving? 
Directions: Read each of the follo-wing paragraphs caref'ull.y. Then 
follow the directions for answering questions after each paragraph. 
l. Anyone visiting the coast of Normandy in the SllliliD.er of 1953 
would stop to admire the beauty of the serene. countryside. 
It is quite a change from the summer of 1944 "When the land 
was disturbed and upset by the D-Da;y- invasion of the .Allies. 
Which of the following situations would be serene? Place 
a check in the blank beside your choices. 
l. Grand Central Station 
-----
-----
2. · Vermont meadow land in mid-July 
-----
3. Times Square at 5 o 1 clock in the afternoon 
4. Sunset on a deserted island 
-----
-----
5. Moonlight on a quiet lake 
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2. Large-scale research on the use o£ atomic energy for purposes 
other than warfare was h-alted temporarily during World War II. 
It was the fond hope of all that the war•s end -would bring 
peacetime atomic research of a more permanent, lasting nature. 
Which of the £oll0'Wing might be termed temporary? Place 
a check in the blank beside your choices. 
_____ 1. Mt. Washington 
2. A six-inch snowsterm 
-----
3. The taste of £resh apple pie 
-----
4. A ride through the country 
-----
5. The color of an evergreen tree 
3. When man first invented the automobile, everyone thought o£ the 
great help it would be to our civilization._ However, with time 
it has become a menace; its misuse has lead to many deaths and 
casualties. 
Some of the follo'Wing -words have the same meaning as menace. 
Place a check in the blank beside your choices. 
l. The real meaning 
2. A great danger 
3. A grave necessity 
4. Some great assistance 
5. A harmful instrument 
==-====·· -=-=.c:--=o::o.::::- ...::::=::--=--=--=--=--===-=-=-=-=~---=--c:=--=---=--=--=-=-=---=--=-:-c:-=-'""--=--=--=-=-===::-.-=-:-::--::: __ ,-::_:oc __ :=t_ j-c.cc: . ..==co·---------: _.,-;_ 
4. The gatekeeper told us that the count he had was only 
approximate. The huge crowds prevented ;him from getting 
an exact count. · 
Which of the following statements might be considered 
approximate? Place a check in the blank beside your 
choices. 
-----
-----
-----
-----
l. The New York trirlm arrives at 12:05 a.m. 
2. Ferris Fain hit around twelve homeruns in 
one month. 
3. They were on a vacation for about five weeks. 
4. Her hat cost $6.95. 
5. That race track is over one-mile long. 
5. After boxing for five years as an amateur,· Joe Louis finally 
became a professional fighter. 
Who among the follow.i.ng might be termed amateurs? Place a 
check in the blank beside your choices. 
-----
1. The star of your school hockey team 
2. The heayy-weight champion of the world 
-----
3. A boy taking his first golfing lesson 
4. The girl Ydlo sings only in neighborhood 
----- musicals 
-----
5. The lead:ii:tg pi tGher of the Cleveland Indians 
- -- =-~ -:_ ----. ·=--=--=-= ---·- -- --
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6. The O.f.fice of President of the United States requires a 
man o.f great stamina. Its great responsibilities would be 
too great a burden for a weak person. 
Which of the .following words have the same meaning as 
stamina? Place a check in ·the blank beside your choices. 
l. Weight 
2~ Strength 
3~ Power 
4. Wealth 
5. Appearance 
High Score __ l_6 __ _ Your Score 
-----
Progress Test on the Use of the Glue 
Directions: Read the paragraphs below. Then .follow the directions 
for the exercise with the paragraphs. 
Those "Who have read Mark Twain 1 s Adventures of Tom Sawyer remember 
Tom. as one who was continually in some sort of trouble with his aunt, the 
school master, or the neighbors. Many boys would be .fear.ful in these sit-
uations. Yet·, Tom remained undaunted. Each new activity presented a 
challenge to him. With his indolent companion, Huckleberry Finn, Tom 
l'IOUld engage in high adventure. Huck may not have been ambitious but his 
mind was ever active in thinking up things to do. To adults their actions 
~-=--=-~===-~-*-=---=-=--=-=---=-=-=====··===-=--=--=-~-~-~~~~~===·-=~=~---~~-~-=--~--=-=---~-=-=-=-=================~=-·-=-·=--=--=·=--·==-=--
were outlandish, but the boys could see nothing foolish about them. It 
was fun to prowl around at midni te in search of dead cats in a graveyard 
and to pretend to be pirates on a small island in the Mississippi. 
In Tom's estimation water fell into two classifications. There was 
water for swimming. This held a high place among Tom's delights. There 
was water for washing. For this, Tom had a great aversion. 
Aunt Polly was very strict w:i. th Tom. Although she loved him dearly 
she did not -wish to be indulgent. Her motto was, aspare the rod and 
spoil the child." Tom was her responsibility and she tried to "do her 
-I best by him. n 
Match the items in Column II -with the words in Column I. Place 
the J.e tter of the word in Column II beside the matching word in 
'Column I. 
I II 
1. undaunted a. healthy 
2 .. indolent h •. hatred 
3. indulgent e. kind 
4. outlandish d. fearless 
5. aversion e. lazy 
f. spacious 
g. silly, ridiculous 
H:igh Score. __ 5:::_ _ Your Score 
-----
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Bonus Paragraph 
If you want extra points, read this paragraph. Then try the 
exercise. It mczy- help to raise your total score. 
We all need security, companionship, and recognition from others. 
But, unfortunately, neither groups nor individuals alwa;y-s find these needs 
being met satisfactorily. Many undesirable situations occur as a result, 
some of the most extreme examples being war, crime, and delinquency. 
However, there are wa;ys of meeting thwartigg situations and letting 
' 
off steam without causing long-lasting injury or innustice to other 
people. People have always found wa;ys of doing this. History tells of 
huge gatherings of clans for celebrations and fiestas, "When the usual 
rules of the group were relaxed, taboos were suspended, and often the sky 
was the limit as far as behavior was concerned. Somewhat parallel aeti v-
i ties .today, are the mardi gras, fairs, and jubilees "Which provide oc-
casions for people to feel free and forget for a little while the respon-
sibilities and demands of everyday living. 
Match the words in Column II with the words in Column I. , Place 
the letter of the matching word in the blank beside the word in 
Column I. 
I II 
1. recognition a. opposing, defeating 
2. delinquency b. stopped for a While 
3. thwarting c. hung 
4. suspended d. similar, like 
5. parallel e. acknowledgement 
f. satisfactory 
g. law-bre-aking, misdeed 
High Score_~5 __ _ Your Score 
-----
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These clues known as synonyms and antonyms may be found in all kinds 
of r~ading. Look fo~ them when you run across a word you do not under-
stand. Recognizing and using these clues will help you along the road to 
becoming a good reading detective. 
Go back and check the errors you made in the practice exercises. Be 
sure that you understand ·the correct answers and see your mistakes. 
=-=:-::#======-=· --·- ·-· 
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SECTION THREE 
CLUES: P.ART A) 
P.ART B) 
COMPARISON 
CONTRAST 
Part A - Clue: Comparison 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
The clue: Comparison, is contained in the sentences and paragraphs 
of the .followi:b.g Pre-Test which you are. now to take. 
Read each sentence and paragraph carefully. Then follow the direc-
tions for answering the questions after each paragraph. Notice your 
score on this Pre-Test. It "Will show you how good you are already in 
using this clue. 
Just like an eagle, the jet plane soared through the sky. The pilot 
could see buildings and houses below which were so infinitesimal they 
looked like specks. Automobiles, trucks, and people seemed as minute as 
tiny particles of dust. Yet up above, on all sides, cumulus clouds, like 
huge snowdrifts, could be seen against the azure blue of the sky. It was 
a wonder.ful feeling to be in such solitude, to be all alone "With God so 
near. 
Directions: Match the words in Column II "With the words in 
Column I by placing the letter o.f the matching word in Column II 
in the blank beside the word in Column I. 
I II 
1. soar a. white, flu.ffy 
2. infinitesimal b. additional 
J. particles c. tiny 
4. cumulus d. glide 
5. solitude e. lessen 
.f. pieces 
g. state of being alone 
High Score __ ~5~--- Your Score 
-----
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Total the number o£ correct responses on your Pre-Test. That number 
w.ill be your score. Record it on your clue score sheet. When you have 
taken the Progress Test you may compare your scores. Then you will notice 
how much you have advanced. Try hardl 
Explanation of the Use of the Clue 
In the previous exercises yem tried to obtain the meaning of the un-
known words through definitions, synonyms or antonyms. Now we come to 
another clue: Comparison. Comparing one item with another which you may 
already know, will often bring out the meaning o£ an unfamiliar word. 
For example: 
Many secretaries deserve badges of merit for being able to read 
some of the careless writing of their employers. Engineers 
o£ten use a style of writing which resembles the scratching o£ 
a hen, while some top lawyers and executives, too, are kno-wn 
for their illegible handwriting. 
What is illegible handwriting? From the comparison of illegible 
I 
... ~ j handwriting with the scratch marks of a hen, we get a hint to the meaning 
of the word illegible. Could you read and understand the scratch marks of 
a hen? Could you read and understand completely any illegible handwriting? 
Your answer l!lUSt be "noll; therefore, illegible handwriting must be writing r 
which cannot be_ read. 
Using these clues to meaning will increase your reading comprehension. 
Familiarity with the:ir use will make you a more skillful, understanding 
reader. 
Complete the following practice exercises. When your answers are 
checked be sure that you understand your errors. Go back over the 
--- --- --~"7--- --- o·c: .. --:-.---:_c:::·. -=:c. _,----___ =-,---==-=-=-=-""'-=-=--:=-=. =-=--"=· =-==- ===== 
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exercises. 'Dhen try the test at the end. Be sure you note your progress 
on your score sheet. 
Directions: Read each· of the following paragraphs carefully. j/hen 
follow the directions for answering <ll.Uestions after each paragraph. 
l. Mter the baseball game, the boys, ravenous from the day's play, 
hurried home ]ike hungry wolves to eat their suppers. 
Place a check mark i:a the blank beside the words which mean 
the same as ravenous. 
l. Raving 
2 .• Warm 
3 .. Hungry 
4. Starving 
5 •. Victorious 
2. The audience sat entranced as the young ballet dancer moved 
gracefully across the stage. Her lithe boqy bowed, turned, 
and, at times, seemed to float like a soft breeze in time 
to the strains of the music. 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the words which mean 
the same as lithe. 
l.. Limber 
-----
2. Flexible 
3. Tender 
-----
--.....,.-- 4. Wbi ~e 
-----'=----
5.. GentJ::e 
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3. Often new Marine recruits are startled by the brusque voice 
of the drill sergeant. His call to fall out, to arms, or 
to count is quick and violent, like the thunder, lightning, 
and rain of a summer thunderstorm. 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the words which mean 
the same as brusque. 
----- l. Violent 
2. Bruised 
3. Harsh 
-----
---- 4. Calm. 
5. Stern 
4. The solemn words of advice of Washington's Farewell Address 
reverberate, like an echo, down through the pages of history. 
For over one hundred and fifty years they have acted as a 
warning to our nation. 
Some of the words listed below have. meanings similar to 
reverberate. Place a check mcrk in the blanks beside your 
choices. 
l. Rhyme 
2·. Repeat 
3. Re-echo 
4. Revolve 
5. Resound 
" 
' 
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5. Just as the mouth-watering odor of flapjacks, or the early spring 
blossoms fill the air with their fragrance, the memories of his 
childhood days along the Mississippi River seem to permeate the 
writing of Mark Twain .. 
Place a check beside the words which have the sane meaning 
as permeate. 
1. .AJJ.ow 
-----
2. Pass through 
3. Permit 
-----
4. Penetrate 
-----
-----
5. Change 
6. In the story Treasure Island, Long John Silver was a mean but 
craven individual. Just like the coward that he was, he threat-
ened little Jim Hawkins who couldn 1t harm him, and he killed 
two former shipmates when their backs were turned to him. 
Place a check beside the words which have the same meaning 
as craven. 
l. Sn~aky. 
2. Clever 
3. Base 
4. Cowardly 
5. Fraudulent 
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7. The histcry of schools in the United States is an interesting 
and fascinating story. The school house .has undergone many 
radical changese The large, airy, modern school with its 
maqy rooms has replaced the old-fashioned, one-room, little 
red school house.. Like the old-time horse and buggy, the one-
roomed school is now almost obsolete. 
Place a check in the blank beside the words "Which mean 
the same as obsolete. 
1. Antique 
-----
2. Certain 
____ 3. Old 
4. Absolute 
-----
5. Out of date 
-----
8. As the final contestants appeared and the time for the decision 
drew closer, the judges watched the proceedings in a most 
phlegmatic manner. Like three men who were bored with the 
-whoJe performance, they sat looking very unconcerned. Their 
facial expressions gave no hint to their final decision. 
Place a check mark beside the words "Which mean the same 
as phlegmatic. 
l. Indifferent 
-----
2. Dull 
3. Automatic 
-----
-----
4. Inspiring 
5. Calm 
-----
High Score __ 2::::3::.___ Your score 
-----
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Progress Test on the Use of the Clue 
Directions: Read the paragraph below. Then follow the directions 
for the exercise with the paragraph. 
On June 2, 1953, all England rose early, dressed in her best, and set 
1 out to watch the Coronation of her young queen. To Britons, Elizabeth II 
I 
II 
,I 
!I 
is a living prototype of their dreams and aspirations. After years of war 
and struggle, they have set her as a pattern of what they hope England to 
be, alert and progressive. Like the high point of a stage play, the entire 
Coronation with its procession and ceremo~ in Westminster Abbey was the 
culmination of months of preparation.. From the ~owest groom of the realm 
to the Archbishop of Canterbury, all had a strategic role in the tradi-
tional panorama. For hundreds of years, the Kings and Queens of England 
have been crowned in the very same manner, with the same words and elab-
orate ceremony and pomp.. Although the royal ruler of England is no longer 
omnipotent, like the powerful rulers whose word was law, royal customs ar.e 
maintained as a s.y.mbol of Britain's unity and historic prestige. 
Match the mrds in Column II with the words in Column I. Place 
the letter of the matching word in the blank beside the word in 
Column I. 
I II 
l. prototype a. end 
2. culmination b. customary 
J. traditional c. unlimited in power 4. panorama d. large display 
s. ollinipotent e. highest point 
f. pattern 
g • straight 
. High Score_~S:;..__ __ Your Score 
-----
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Bonus Paragraph 
If you want extra points, read this paragraph. Then try. the 
exercise. It may help to raise your total score. 
Everyone of us enjoys people -who make us feel interesting and worth-
-while. No one enjoys hurt feelings. The warm, friendly personality, 
people seek out. Cultivate 'it. You will get along better with tb.e people 
in your life today. You will broaden y01,1r social contacts. And you will 
be building toward successful relationships for your future.Y 
y Shacter, Helen, Ph.D., Qetting Along with Others, Science Research 
Associates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 
a) Place a check in the blank beside the word -which means the 
same as cultivate. 
----- 1. Develop 
2. Become accustomed to 
3. Calculate 
-----
b) Place a check in the blank beside the word which means the 
same as contacts. 
-----
l. Agre.ements 
2. Associations 
3. Aeti vi ties 
-----
High Score_-=.2 __ _ Your Score 
-----
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Part B - Clue: Contrast / 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
The clue~ Contrast, is contained in the following Pre-Test which you 
are now to take. 
Read the paragraph carefully.. Then follow the directions after the 
paragraph. Notice your score on this Pre-Test. It will show YS'U how good 
you are already in using this clue. 
Mrs~ Dwight D. Eisenhower, as our First Lady, has won the hearts of 
all .Americans by her vivacious smile and gracious manner. The demands 
upon her time and energy would make the , ordinary individual very serious 
and, at times, disagreeable. Yet., in spite of her rigorous duties, she 
maintains a pleasantness and charm which is laudatory. She merits the 
praise of all, for, in becoming the First Lady of our land, Mrs. Eisenhower 
has had to relinquish all thought of a private, peaceful life. Her life 
and that of the President are now public domain. The American people claim 
them as their ow.n. 
Match the items in Column II with the words in Column I. Place 
the letter of the matching word beside the word in Column I. 
I II 
l. vivacious a. pleasant 
2. gracious b. praise-worthy 
3. rigorous c. abandon, leave behind 4. laudatory d. allow 5. relinquish e. lively 
6. domain f. wealthy 
g. strenuous 
h. property 
High Score ___ 6~---- Your Score 
-----
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Explanation of t~e Use of the Clue 
Has anyone ever explained something Which was puzzling to you by 
contrasting it with something you already knew? Probably you yourself 
have explained things that way. Finding the meaning of strange words 
through contrasting them with familiar words can help you in your reading. 
For example : 
In 1940, fifty-seven million people were living on farms, while 
the urban population amounted to seventy-four million. This 
shows that some seventeen million more people were living in 
urban areas than were living on farms. 
A contrast is made in this paragraph between the number of people 
living on farms and the number living in urban areas. Contrasting the 
two brings out an understanding that the word, urban probably means city 
population as contrasted with farm population. 
Read the fallowing sentences and paragraphs • . Try the exercises to 
see how the contrasts in the following exercises bring out the meaning of 
the unknown words. 
=c=-:=======---------·----
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Directions: Read each of the following paragraphs carefully. Then 
follow the directions for answering questions after each paragraph. 
1. As John stood at the ·foul line .ready to shoot, his team mates 
and the spectators were happy and smiling. They knew he wouldn't 
miss. John, however, was worried; his face was taut. 
Place a check mark beside the situations which describe a 
person whose face m:ight be taut. 
-----
L A boy who notices his pet dog dash .in front 
of a speeding automobile 
2. A young child who hears strange noises in his 
----- bedroom 
----- 3 .. Eight-year old Tommy eating a large piece of 
blueberry pie 
----- 4. A patient seated in a dentist's chair as the 
dentist prepares to pull one of his teeth 
----- 5. Mother singing while rocking the baby to sleep 
2. Mr. and Mrs. Brown are as different as night and dey. Mr. ~rown 
is a quiet man who talks little. When he does say something, it 
is worth listening to. Mrs. Brown is just the opposite of her 
husband. When you meet her on the street, you can never get awey 
from her. She is a garrulous woman if there ever was one. 
Place a check mark beside the 'WOr' ds which have the same mean-
ing as garrulous. 
l. Talkative 
-----
2. Wordy 
3. Pleasant 
-----
-----
4. Chattering 
5. Curious 
l 
3. Look at the difference between Jane and her mother as they walk 
up the street. Jane 1 s mother is very small and slender, while 
Jane is quite obese. You would hardly know they are mother and 
daughter. I suppose Jane will become more like her mother as 
she grows older •. 
- Place a check mark beside the words which have the same mean-
ing as obese. 
l. Careful 
2. Plump 
3~ Cheerful 
4. Chubby 
5. Stout 
4. Even on Christmas Eve the office of Ebenezer Scrooge was a 
dismal.. place. Outside on the sidewalk, people were happy and 
gay, extending Christmas greetings to each other, but inside 
the only brightness came from the flickering fire in the tiny 
fireplace. Tbe re was no Christmas spirit in Scrooge's heart 
or office. 
Place a che&: mark -beside the words which have the sane mean-
ing as dismal .• 
----- l.. Gloomy 
2.. Bad 
3~ Dark ___ ....,..... _ 
_ ___:_ _ 4. Deep 
5. Distant 
-----
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5. My brother and I may look alike, but there our resemblance ends. 
Jack is quick and ambitious. He tackles. a.problem without wait-
ing or wasting t~ne. He tells me that I procrastinate. I am a 
dreamer with alwa;ys plenty of time to spare. 
Place a check mark in the blanks beside the words 'Which mean 
the -same as EEocrastinate. 
_____ l. Delay 
2. Hurry 
3. Linger 
____ 4. Put off 
5. Proceed 
----- I 
6. Before the boys joined the group; we had been very seriously 
engaged in deep conversation. Soon only gales of laughter 
could be heard as each boy tried to outdo the other with his 
facetious remarks abOQt the day1s activities. 
Pllce a check mark beside the words which mean the same as 
facetious. 
l. Witty 
2 •. Complaining 
3 .. Joking 
4 .. Jolly 
5. Humorous 
- - ---------------- ------ ----- --- - -=--==-=--==-=:ll:=-:::=== 
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7. While at camp, the boys learned a valuable lesson in cooking. 
The stew they made was so insipid, no one had any desire to eat 
it. It was nothing lil<e Mother's stew which is so tasty we go 
back for more. The boys later discovered that they cooked the 
vegetables too long and forgot to add salt. 
Place a check mark beside the words which mean the same as · 
insipid. 
le Cold 
-----
2. Tasteless 
3. Hot . 
. 4. Without flavor 
--------
5. Nourishing 
8. As we watched the West Point Cadets assemble before the parade, 
we were impressed by the speed and order in which they formed 
from a disorganized group into an impeccable marching unit. 
Their spotless uniforms and general appearance equaled the 
faultlessness of their parade formation. 
Place a check mark beside the words which mean the same as 
the word, ?-m.Peccable~ 
1. Prompt 
-----
2. Neat 
. 3. Faultless 
-----
4. Quick 
----~ 
5. In strict order 
-----
High Score __ 2::.:3::.--- Your Score 
-----
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Progress Test on the Use of the Clue 
Directions: Read the paragraphs below. Then follow the directions 
for the exercise w.ith the paragraphs. 
Nature at times can be a threat to man r s security and happiness. 
'What was once a beautiful countryside can be transformed into a mass of 
wreckage when nature goes on a rampage. Floods, tornadoes, and hurricanes 
can take their toll of liv-es and property and continue on their paths of 
wanton destruction without, any possible human intervention. 
In the spring of 19.53, tornadoes swept through several sections of 
the United States. The f]_uffy white clouds of a fair day were replaced 
by ominous, black, funnel--shaped clouds. People, once busily occupied 
with their daily tasks, stood torpidly as they saw their homes and other 
possessions blovm. out of s:ight into oblivion9 Nothing could be donej all 
attenpts to stop it would be futile. They could only wait until it was 
over. 
Match the -wards in Column II w.i.. th the -mrds in Column I. Place the 
letter of the matching word in the blank beside the -word in Column I. 
I II 
19 rampage a. wanted 
2. wanton b. unnecessarily evil 
3. ominous c. beyond remembrance 
4. torpidly d. senselessly 
5. oblivion e. violent, cruel behavior 
6. futile f. useless 
g. threatening 
h. in a heated condition 
High Score ___ 6· __ _ Your Score 
-----
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Bonus Paragraph 
If you want extra points, read this paragraph. Then try the 
exercise. It ma;v help to raise your total score. 
Hermits and recluses have alw~s been considered strange, abnormal 
creatures. Centuries ago, people gathered around camp fires to share -with 
one another stories of hunting experiences, reports of threatening dangers, 
celebrations of' good fortune, and ways of ending misfortune. Nowad~s we 
have parties, family gatherings, memberships in clubs, and organizations 
for similar purposes. We still recognize that a pleasurable experience is 
made more enjoyable through sharing it with others, and that sorrows and 
worries are eased by the sympathy and understanding of' others. So when 
you're vd.th people, don't talk all the time about yourself. Be willing 
to listen attentively, so your f'riend can talk some of' the time about him-
self. He is as much interested in having your interest and attention as 
you are in having him listen to you. 
Match the words in Column II with the words in Column L Place 
the letter of fu e word in Column II beside the word in Column I. 
I 
1. attentively 
----- 2. recluse 
3. abnormal 
----- 4. misf'ortune 
5. <eased 
-----
High Score_-'5"----
II 
a. out of the ordinary, strange 
b. bad luck 
c. simple 
d. a person who lives in soli-
tude 
e. a stulD'born individual 
f. made less difficult 
g. with interest 
Your Score 
------
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SECTION FOUR - CLUE: EXPERIENCE 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
This section of our Workbook is devoted to the clue called Experience. 
This clue is contained in the Pre-Test which you are now to take. 
Read the paragraphs carefully. Then follow the directions for answer-
ing the questions after the paragraphs. Notice your score on this Pre- ! 
Test. It w:i.Jl show you how good you already are in using this clue. \ 
All for the Best 
A tired, careless youth working on the deck of a Pittsburgh-bound 
boat in the Ohio and Pennsylvania Canal lost his hold on a ~ rope one 
drizzly night and· tumbled into the icy water. It was an impenetrably 
black night, but by great good luck the ropers end dangled over the side 
in reach of the young man who floundered about. He grasped it and hauled 
himself aboard. His escape was miraculous. 
~y was I spared?~ he asked himself. ·=I have been saved to do some 
real good -with my life~ he decided and so James A.· Garfield started toward 
1/ 
the White House.=t 
y Cleveland, Philip Jerome, Coronet, September, 1947, p. 63 
Match the words in Column II -with the words in Column I. Place the 
letter of :the matching word beside the number in Column I. 
I 
____ i. grimy 
2. impenetrable 
----- 3. dangle 4. flounder 
----- 5. mitraculous 
-----
II 
a. to hang loosely 
b. drag 
c. dirty 
d. to move aimlessly 
e. impassable 
f. · beyond human power 
I 
High Score 5 Your Score I 
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Explanation of the Use of the :Clue 
As we have more experiences, become more educated, meet newpeople, 
visit new places, and see new :b'bings, we become more familiar -with the 
world about us. These experiences are helpful to us in school, at home, 
and-with our friends ••• everywhere, and, of course, find their way into 
our reading. In these different situations we sometimes meet a word -which 
mey- be strange to us. However, -when it is related to what we have already 
experienced, either directly or indirectly, the word gains meaning. 
Let r s read the following paragraph: 
All of the business of the committee on community planning has 
been completed; so the chairman asked for a motion to adjourn 
the meeting. 
You ma;r not know the meaning of the word adjourn. Fromyour ex:per-
ience yom know that -when the business of a meeting is completed, the meet-
ing must end. From that you gather that to 'adjourn means to end. 
Thought and connnon sense are necessary in recognizing. and using this 
clue. As you can see, it requires judgment. Use this ciue constantly and 
you will make progress toward becoming an A-1 reader. 
Tr,y the following practice exercises. Be sure to check your answers 
I 
so that you will understand the correct answer to each exercise. Then take i 
the Progress Test. It will show your skill in using this clue. If you do 1 
well you are on your way to becoming an excellent master reading detective • 
• 
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Directions: Read each of the following paragraphs carefully. Then 
follow the directions for answering questions after each paragraph. 
1. In the early part of the twentieth century, Alaska was the 
.American frontier. Like our early .American pioneers who moved 
West to settle the new lands and benefit from its resources, 
Alaska is being settled by hardy folk anxious to develop Alaska's 
untold resources. 
2. 
Place a check in the blank beside the words -which explain 
the meaning of frontier. 
1. A leading settlement 
-----
2. A partly settled region 
3. Pioneer laRd 
-----
----- 4. A wealthy region 
5. An advanced region of settlement 
-----
Throughout the nation, the people in all of the states conducted 
nominations for President in preparation for the presidential 
election in November. 
Place a check in the blank beside the -words mich have the 
·same meaning as nomination. 
------- 1. A system of choosing candidates for election 
------
2. A rally 
3. A process of naming someone for public office 
4. A campaign speech 
5. A method of appointing people for a special 
task 
/ 
,i ,, 
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3. The nations of the world suffered greatly during the cruel 
dictatorial rule of Adolf Hitler in Germany. 
Place a check in the blank beside the words which mean the 
same as dictatorial. 
l. Heartless 
-----
2. Domineering 
3 .. Absolute 
-----
4. Foreign 
-----
5. Pertaining to one who rules alone 
-----
4.. Aunt Polly had assigned to Tom Sawyer the task of "Whitewashing 
the fence on Saturday, his only free day. As his friends mm.t 
by on their way to the swimming hole, they stopped to watch Tom 
as he intently spread the whitewash over the board fence. He 
made it look like such a pleasant task that soon all the boys 
offered him their dearest possessions for a short turn at the 
fence. With reluctance in his face but alacrity in his heart, 
Tom handed over the brush and spent the rest of the time look-
ing over the day's booty. 
Place a check in the blank beside the words whieh mean the 
same as alacr'ity. 
-----
l. Speed 
2. Swiftness 
-----
-----
3. Regret 
---- 4. Ability 
-----
5. Promptness 
!. 
I 
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5. Washington was a man Who liked to ask the op~Dlons of others in 
making his decisions. It was natural for him to call the depart-
ment heads together and to talk over problems. Presidents ever 
since have followed his example. This was the origin of the 
President's Cabinet. Although not mentioned in the Constitution, 
it is an important part of our government. 
(Moore, Carpenter, Paquin, Painter, Lewis, Building a Free Nation, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1950, p. 181) 
Place a check in the blanks beside the words Which mean the 
same as decision. 
1. A law 
2. Judgment 
3. Appointment 
4 .. The act of deciding 
5. A speech 
6. George Washington CarV;er was born in Missouri of slave parents. 
Eager for education, he worked his way through school and college. 
In 1892 Iowa State College awarded him the degree of Master of 
Science.. In 1896 he went to Tuskegee Institute in Alabama to be- · 
come a teacher of botany. During the many years that he was there) 
he urged farmers to· diversify their crops by planting peanuts., ! 
sweet potatoes, and soybeans instead of so much cotton. 
(ibid., p. XXVI) 
Place a check in the blank beside the words which mean the 
same as diversify. 
1. Vary 
-----
2. Cultivate 
-----
3. Change 
4. Irrigate 
-----
•====l!b. ..cc- .. ······--···.- --------------- 5. Alter --"-----
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In 1784 Congress chose the Bald Eagle as the bird most symbolic 
of America. Some people did not think it was a good choice. 
Among them was Benjamin Franklin.. He thought the wild turkey 
was "A much more .respectable Bird, and -withal a true original 
Native of Am.eri ca. 11 
The Romans of long ago used the eagle as a symbol of strength, 
skill, and bravery. It was usually placed on the tip of a spear 
and carried as a standard at the head of a legion. 
Other people besides the Romans have used the eagle as their 
symbol of power. Many knights had designs of eagles on their 
shields. In more modern times, the eagle has served as an emblem 
for Germany, Austr:i!a,. and Russia. 
The eagle appeared for- the first time as an American symbol on a 
copper penny made in Massachusetts in 1776. Since then it has 
been used over and over again. The quarters and half dollars 
-which we use todey have an eagle on them. It is found on the 
Great Seal of the United States. There is an eagle on the Presi-
dent 1 s Flag as well as on our army a.11d navy uniforms. 
(Moore; Carpenter, Paquin, Painter, Lewis, Building a Free Nation, ! 
:Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, New York, 1950, p. 353) 
Place a check in the blank beside the words which have the 
sane meaning as symbol. 
l. Bird 
2. Strength 
_____ 3. Sign 
4. Slogan 
-----
5. Emblem 
-----
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8. After the surrender of Japan, the United States turned to the 
many difficult problems caused by the war. The world in 1945 
was very different from the world of pre-war days. When the 
most terrible conflict came to an e:q.d there were confusion, 
disorder, and turmoil in many countries. 
The destruction caused by the conflict was terrific, for this 
· had not been merely a war of armies, as previous wars had been. 
It had affected millions of people, many of them living far from 
the battlefields. Never oefore had there been such widespread 
suffering am6ng people not actually engaged in fighting. Many 
people who had once been prosperous found themselves destitute. 
They were without food, clothing, homes and other basic neces-
sities. There was much sickness and disease; in many places 
famine threa~ened. 
Resolutely people set to work on the gigantic task of restoring 
the world which had been so badly d~aged, and rebuilding the 
foundations for peaceful living. 
(Hartman, Gertnude, America, Land of Freedom, D. C. Heath Co., 
Boston, 1952, p. 647) 
Match the words in Column II with the words in Column I. 
Place a letter of the word in Column II beside the correct 
Y\Drd in Column I. 
I II 
l. conflict a. battle, war 
2. turmoil b. determinedly 
3. prosperous c. in a state of',pover;ty 
4. destitute d. confusion 
5. resolutely e. deserted 
f. well-off· 
g. finally 
High Score __ ~==:...:· __ Your Score 
-----
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Total the number of correct responses. That number will be your 
Remember to record it on your clue score sheet. Now try the Progress 
You "Will see how much you have advanced. 
'I 
scoret 
Test. 
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Progress Test on the Use of the Clue 
Directions: Read the follo-wing paragraphs carefully. Then 
follow the directions for the matching test. This test "Will 
show you how well you have mastered the use of this one clue. 
The S. S. United States 
For a hundred years European ships enjoyed top prestige on the world's 
oceans. Of the great ships of this century~ • • the old Mauretania, the - 'I 
Europa, the Rex, the Normandie, the Queen Mary, the Queen Elizabeth.· •• 
none was American. But now we have a $70,000,000 superliner, an awesome 
mechanism of steel and aluminum called the United States. There is the 
usual dark hull, the usual white superstructure, but any resemblance to 
the traditional floating palace is superficial. .The United States has 
luxury features but she is no floating Waldorf-Astoria. 
There is no wood in her construction or decoration. Walls are of 
Marini te, a light-weight, incombustible material. Above the lmll line, 
decks, deckhouses and structural bulkheads are made almost entirely of 
aluminum. Furniture and handrails and deck chairs are also aluminum. I 
Usually passenger ships are designed to please the ticket sellers. 
This ship was built to Navy specifications. Two plans for the ship were 
developed simultaneously, one for a troopship and one for a passenger liner. 
Whenever the two conflicted, the commercial plan gave wa:r. If the Navy 
wanted special stairways, air ducts, safety doors, control stations, the 
Navy got them. 
("America Builds a Dream Ship", Reader's Digest, June, 1952, p. 33) 
I 
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Match the words in Column II ~th the words in Column I by placing 
the letter in the blank beside the matching word in Column I. 
I II 
l. prestige a. usual, common 
2. awesome b. place o£ authority 
3. traditional c. something built above 
4. super£icial d. s~~ly 
5. incombustible e. £ire-proo£ 
6. specifications £. disagreed 
7· simultaneously g. causing wonder, amazement 
8. conflicted h. slight 
9. commercial i. unbreakable 
10. superstructure j. connected with business 
k. occurring at the same time 
1. plans 
High Score. _ __:l::.:O:__ _ Your Score 
-----
*************** 
Bonus Paragraph 
I£ you want extra points,. read this selection. Then try the 
exercise. It may help to raise your total score. 
Barnums o£ Basketball 
The Harlem Globetrotters, a zany Negro basketball organization that 
hails £rom Chicago, is considered to be muscledom 1 s balmiest organization. 
The Trotters like to pile up a lead on their opponents, then start nsho~ 
boatin. 11 They weave in and out and spin like £i ve large black bobbins. 
Mustached Marques H~es is the Tr0tters 1 most accomplished dribbler. 
, Equally facile with either hand, he £rustrates the opposition by dribbling 
behind himself or crawling on his hands and knees while bouncing the ball 
no more than an inch from the £loor. 
-------~ ---~ ··--·-- --- --
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In a winning game's clesing moments they enter the realm of pure 
fantasy. Organizing a baseball game, William (Rookie) Brown winds up slow-
motion and pitches the ball one-handed to Reece (Goose) Tatum, who hits it 
with his fist, then flatfoots lugubriously around imaginary l:>ases. To de-
. ~ 
monstrate versatility, the boys then shift into foote9-ll. Four of them 
line up on the free-throw line, the center pq.sses the ball through his legs 1 
to halfback Tatum, a!!d Tatum drop-kicks it t:Q.rough the hoop. When the 
final whistle blows, a Trotter seizes the ball and spins it for. a full 
minute on his pointing finger - - - the team victery signature. 
(Ted Shane, (Condensed from the Courier Magazine), Reader's Digest, 
Janua~, 1952, pp. 67-68) 
Match the words in Column II with the words in Column I by 
placing the letter of the matching word in the blank beside 
the word in Column I. 
I II 
l. zany a. clever 
2. :.D.aeile. b. changeableness 
3. frustrates c. talented 4. realm d. ridiculously 
5. fantasy e. foolish 
6. lugubriously f. fancy 
7. versatility g. mark, symbol 
8. signature h. easy 
9· accomplished i. region 
j. eonfuses 
k. imagination 
High Score_...;9:;._ __ Your Score 
-----
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SECTION FIVE - CLUE: SUMMARY 
Pre-Test on the Use of the Clue 
This section of our Workbook is devoted to the clue called Summasr. 
This clue is contained in the sentences and paragraphs of the following 
Pre-Test which you are now to take. 
Read each sentence and paragraph carefully. Then follow the direc-
tions for answering the questions after each paragraph. Notice your score 
on this Pre-Test. It will show you how good you already are in using this 
clue. 
l. Our fortunes are so bound up with those of other people that 
whatever helps our neighbors helps us. What helps labor helps 
us. 'What helps business helps us. What helps the farmer 
helps us. In a co-operative world it is to the interest of 
each pe:zrnon to work .for the prosperity of all the poople. 
Place a check mark beside the words below 1VhiCh have the ' 
same meaning as co-operative. 
-----
l. Assisting 
2. Sheltering 
3. Helpful _ 
-----
4. Aiding 
-----
5. Perm.i tting 
2. Georgeous George stood in close view of all. He carefully combed 
his permanented blond locks, buffed his fingernails on a crimson 
towel nearby, patiently posed WJ.ile his valet sprayed him with 
perfume. Such vanity was an unusual thing in the -wrestling arena. 
Place a check mark beside the word which has the same meaning 
~ as vanity'. 
----'"'-
l.. Foolish pride 
2. Idle show 
3. Uselessness 
-----
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4. Self-love 
-----
5. Neatness 
-----
3. The prisoners of war filed slowly from the prison compound to the 
trucks which were to bring them to freedom. Many seemed too weary ; 
to lift their feet. Each movement consumed all their energy. Sad 'I 
solemn eyes, deep in their sockets, peered at the group assembled . 
near the gate. Starvation and malnutrition were most eVident in_ 1 
their drawn faces. Their clothil'J.g just hung on their bony frames. 
Each one of the officials shuddered as the gaunt figures approach-
ed. 
Place a check in the blank beside the wordlwhich mean;~ the 
same as gaunt. 
1. Giant 
2. Lean 
J .. Homely 
4. Thin 
5. Scrawny 
4. In order to pass the rigid daily inspection, an Annapolis midship-
man must be particular about his appearance. His hair must be 
carefully combed, his uniform neat, pressed and spotless, and his 
shoes must be highly polished. He should be scrupulous in every 
detail. 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the words which mean 
the Sa.Il'l3 as scrupulous. 
____ ....._ 1. Shining 
2. Careful 
3. Exact 
-----:-
-----
4. Appreciated 
5. Precise 
-----
92 
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5. When I was a boy., there was but one permanent ambition among 
my comrades in our village on the west bank o:f the Mis siss.ippi 
River. That was, to be a steamboatman. We had transient am-
bitions o:f other sorts, but they were only transient. When a 
circus came and went, it le:ft ms all burning to become clowns; 
the first Negro minstrel show that ever came to our section 
le:ft us all suf:fering to try that kind o:f life; now and then 
we had a hope that, if we lived and were good, God would permit 
us to be pirates. These ambitions faded out, each in its turn; 
but the ambition to be a steamboatman always remained. Mark Twain 
(Stoddard-Bailey., English Third Course, Anierican Book Co .. , Boston, 
' 1951) 
Place a check in the blanks beside the words below whiCh have 
the same meaning as transient. 
l. Trained 
-----
2. Passing 
3. Short-lived 
-----
4. Adventurous 
-----
5. Brief 
-----
High Score __ l--'5'----- Your Score 
-----
After you have totaled your score for this Pre-Test, record it on 
your clue score sheet. Now try the practice exercises; 
E:xplanation of the Use of the Clue 
In order to give emphasis to the main thought of his speech, a speaker I 
may sum. up his ideas in a :few sentences. Writers, too, summarize their I 
I thoughts in order to make meaning more clear. · These summaries may contain j 
I 
an unfamiliar word vhich the rest of the paragraph explains, or, they may 
explain an unknown ·'WOrd found in the rest of the paragraph. You may meet 
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a strange word at the beginning of. a paragraph, but, as you read on, you 
find that the rest of the paragraph explains it. For instance:: 
Life in the early colonies was grim; people had to work and work 
hard, or starve$ 
The last part of the sentence explains the meaning of a grim life. 
In· another type of summary, this unknown word may be at the end, thus 
summarizing all of the ideas which have preceded it. Here is an example: 
There were old-fashioned tapestries, rocking chairs from George 
Washington's dey, pict-ri.res two hundred years old, iron pots and 
kettles hanging in a large fireplace, and cracked blue dishes 
covering the dusty shelves. Everything in the room was antique. 
In this paragraph the word antique su:mmarizes the ideas -which have 
preceded it ••• everything in the room was many years old and belonged to 
a former age. 
Through the use of this clue you will become a more skillful and 
understanding reader. What you read will become clearer and more meaning-
ful to you. 
Be carefull Do your best with the practice exercises. Your mark on 
your final test will show your progress in-mastering this clue. Don't 
forget your score card. 
I 
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Directions: Read each of the following paragraphs carefully. Then 
follow the directions for answering questions after each paragraph. 
l. Our government protects all of its citizens. It provides for v· 
the care of children whose ·parents are poor, and -who are ill or 
unfortunate and need help. It enables children and older people 
to obtain a good education. Police and fire departments protect 
our cities and homes from thieves and fire. Our anny and navy I 
stand ready to guard us against attack from an enemy. Our govern- i 
ment really is the guardian of our lives and fortunes. 
Place a check mark beside the people in the list below ~o 
might be considered guardians. 
-----
l. Traffic cop 
2. Window washer 
-----
3. Baseball player 
4. School teacher 
-----
5. Fireman 
-----
2. The jet plane is capr1.c1.ous. It can go into a spin at the blink 
of an eye. Its fire can snuff. out, leaving the pilot helpless, 
or the fire can spread end make a smoking torch of a plane. 
Place a check mark beside the words below which mean the same 
as capricious. 
l. Freakish 
-----
2. Tricky 
3. Mischievous 
-----
4. Clever 
-----
-----
5. Undependable 
·/ 
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3. In England there were charity schools where a few poor boys 
could get some education.· English settlers in some .American 
colonies thought it a religious duty to start such schools for 
the poor. The trouble was that people with pride wouldn't send 
their children to -what everybody called, lftPauper Schools." 
Place a check in the blank beside the person -who might be 
considered a pauper. 
-...,-----
1. · An old man begging on the street corner 
2. Starving, undernourished children in Korea 
3. Alittle boy roo carries his lunch to school 
-----
__.:.. ____ 4.. A barefooted woman with a little baby seeking 
food at a Welfare Center 
-----
5. An English boy who works on a farm 
4. During the winter few bears are found in the woodlands for this 
is the season in which they hibernate. As the cold weather ap-
proaches, the bears hunt around for a conifiortable shelter from 
the snow and the angry-blasts of the -winter 'Wind. Here they en-
joy a con:tinued sleep until the warmth of spring awakens them. 
Place a check mark beside the places where a bear might 
hibernate. 
1. In the zoo 
-----
2. Up in a tree 
3. In a cave 
-----
-----
4. Behind a clump of bushes 
-----
5. In an opening in the side of a hill 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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;;.. The great diversity: of the geography of Texas is as remarkable 
as the tremendous size of .the State. In the south, near the Rio 
Grande, there are semi-tropical regions; in the north there are 
broad, treeless plains. There is the moist wooded Sabine Valley 
and the high, dr.r 'Diablo Plateau. The highest mountain in the 
State is the Guadalupe Peak with an elevation of 8, 7 51 feet. 
Texas has both wide open spaces and large metr9politan districts. 
(liThe Lone Star State," John Hancock Life Insurance Go., Boston, 
Mass., p;. 12} > 
Place a check mark in the blanks beside the words 'Which mean 
the same as diversity .. 
l. Disunion 
-----
2. Division 
3. Difference 
-----
-~---
4. Variety· 
---- 5. Change 
6. The official motto of Texas is 1'Friendship n. According to the 
most generally accepted interpretation, the word, •Texas• or 
Tejas was the Spanish pronunciation of an Indian word meaning 
n:Friends'". Certain Indian tribes used it as a term of greeting. 
Early Spanish explorers used the word as a general name for all 
the Indians in "What is now east Texas. 
·( 11The Lone Star State, 11 John Hancock Life Insurance Go., Boston, 
Mass., p. l4) 
Place a check in the blanks beside the words which mean the 
same as interpretation. 
l. Pronunciation 
-----
2. Explanation 
3. Notification 
4. Meaning 
5. Definition 
-------""'--::::1-f======== =========-==-""--""'--·""--~--"'=---"'=--C: ...""' .. - ----- -~-=-=== 
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7. More than four hundred and fifty years ago three small ships 
ventured westward across the unexplored Atlantic. Their crews 
discovered a new world, our own Americal These ships were crowded 
and lacked the space for supplies that were really needed for such 
a slow, long voyage. The sailors faced greater dm gers than the 
monsters who were supposed to dwell in the depths of the ocean. 
There were hazards greater than the possibility of falling off the 
edge of a lliflatm world. The entire supply of water, or food, or 
both mfght be used before land was reached. Diseases, such as 
scurvy, might cut down the strongest of the crew. The .foed was 
not always appetizing nor was there much variety. 
(Helen Flynn, Ventures, Voyages, Vitamins, National Dairy Council, 
Chicago, 1950) 
Place a Check in the blanks beside the words which mean the 
same as hazards. 
1. Risks 
-----
2. Voyages 
3. Diseases 
4. JJangers 
5 .. Perils 
8. President Abraham Lincoln gave to all the true meaning of Democ-
racz. when he called our government, ._A government of the people, · 
by the people, and for the people.llt 
Place a check in the blanks beside the governments below which 
are examples of Democracy. 
l. A government in which the king makes the laws 
----- and he is the only ruler 
2. A government in Which the people elect their re-
presentatives who manage the country as the 
people wish 
3. A country controlled by a man who seized the 
-------- government and rules as he alone wishes 
4. A government in which the people meet in a 
--------- group to make the laws to govern their country. 
5. A government controlled by five men chosen by 
---------- the people in free election 
----------~ ---------------- ------------------------- -----------------------------
' 
.... ····------ ---·------- ---·---------
9. The peacock is by far the most supercilious member of the bird 
king9-om.. With his head high in the air, he struts around the 
farmyard. All other animals are held in complete disregard; he 
ignores each one as he parades around. The pride reaches its 
peak when he spreads his tail to show·the beautiful colors of 
this magnificant fan of feathers. It is a spectacle of which 
he can be justly proud. 
Place a check in the bla:nk beside the words· Which mean· the 
same as supercilious. 
_____ l. Lordly 
2. Proud 
----~ 
J. Foolish 
-----
4. Vain 
-----
5. Colorful 
-----
10. The New England landscape is dotted here and there with that old, 
familiar landmark, the red barn. Many of these barns no longer 
house the cherished livestock of the farm family; they have be-
come the capacious warehouses for heirlooms and someWhat useless 
relics of former days. There, one may find Grandpa's old buggy, 
several oxen yokes, antique plows and harrows, old magazines, 
books, pictures, oil lamps and pot-bellied stoves. A typical New 
Englander never throws anything away, so everything goes to the 
barn and there is always room for a gr_eat d.eal more. 
Place a check mark in the blank beside the words which mean 
the same as capacious. 
l. Spacious 
2. Large 
J. Capable 
4. Disorderly 
5. Roomy 
High Score_~28;.....__,__ Your Score , 
-----
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. After you have checked your answers on the pr.actice exercises and 
you understand each one, try the Progress Test which follows. Your score 
in this test will show you how much you have progressed in using this clue 
to understand what you read~ It will be part ef your rating as a Meaning-
Clue Detective.· Be sure you record your score on the clue score sheet. · 
Progress Test on the Use of the Clue 
Directions: Read the following paragraphs carefully. Then follow 
the directions with each paragraph. 
l. A conpfield in July is a sultry place. The soil is hot and dry; 
the wind comes across the lazily murmuring leaves laden 1'li th a 
warm, sickening ·smell drawn from the rapidly growing broad flung 
banners of the corn. The sun, nearly vertical drops a flood of 
dazzling light upon the field, over which the cool shadows run, 
only to make the heat seem more intense., 
(Hamlin Garland, English Third Course, Stoddard-Bailey, Americah 
Book Co., Boston, 1951) 
Place a check in the blank beside the words -which mean the 
same as sultry. 
-----
l. Tropical 
2. _8uffocating 
-----
3. Windy 
----- 4~ Special 
-----
5. Oppressive 
i 
I 
II 
----------===--=-=c-=:=::--======== 
2. While on guard duty, a soldier must be careful and observant of 
all who pass his sentry post·. All who seek admittance must be 
questioned and their names must be recorded. None pass without 
a worthwhile purpose for entering. ·The sentry is expected -to 
be meticulous in this respect. 
Place a check in the blank beside the words which mean the 
same as meticulous. 
1. Careful 
-----
2. Particular 
----- 3. Impossible 
4. Memorable 
-------~ 
5. Cautious 
3. As the pioneers blazed.their way·across the wilderness, their 
amusements were very few. At night they sat around the fire, 
and took turns entertaining. each other. Some of the men were 
famous for their anecdotes told before bedtime. There were 
horror stories of encounters with Indians, funny stories of life 
in-the d~s at home, sad stories from the past, and mystery 
stories of long ago.. All of these helped to ease the hardship , 
of the hardy folk as they journeyed onward. 
Place a check in the blank beside the phrases which might be 
examples of anecdotes. 
-----
1. An account of the Battle of Bunker Hill 
2. A story about a little boy's quarrel at play 
----- 3. A description of the U.N. building 
----- 4. A funny account of an incident in an army camp 
, I 
-------- 5. A report on the progress of our troops in Korea 
~o~~on Unjror~jty 
~-~~o_ol ot M.aeUlO:Ja 
.___ Li brt.ir'T 
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4. Through television, the sport of prize-fighting has taken rapid 
strides in popularity. The thrills of the ringside can now be 
enjoyed at home. The names and faces of the pugilists are known 
and recognized throughout the country. These fighters appear in 
the ring knowing that their activities may be witnessed by thou-
sands. 
5. 
Place a _check in t~e blank beside the words Which are examples 
of pugilists. 
1. Boxer 
-,------
-----
2. Rocky Marciano 
3. Cameraman 
-----
-----
4. Prize fighter 
-----
5. A fight trainer 
More than any other physical feature of our planet, it is the 
sea, that great glistening Sheath of water that envelops nearly 
three quarters of the globe, that makes· the earth unique. Mars 
discloses icecaps, some moisture, perhaps vegetation, but no sea. 
Mercury appe~s to have no water at all. Venus lies veiled be-
hind dense clouds w!p.ch, Unlike our clouds, probably contain 
neither oxygen 'i:10r water. The outer planets are too cold to have 
- 0 
a sea. • • the temperature of Jupiter rests at 216 F. below zero, 
that of Saturn at 240° below •. 
(nThe Miracle of the Sea,~ Reader's Digest, May, 1953, p. 68) 
Check the words or pm:ases below which have the same meaning 
as unique. 
1. One of a kind 
2. Shiny 
3. Damp 
4. iW:i.thout an equal 
5. Unmatched 
High Score 14 
1.02 
PROGRESS TEST ON THE USE OF CONTEXT CLUES 
General Instructions 
Read' each paragraph CE!I'efully. Then 
follow the directions given with the short 
test .after the paragraph• Answer each ques-
tion Yd. th care. 
You have now completed a great part of 
yQur training in becoming a master reading 
clue detective. Your score -will tell you 
how well you understand the use of cc:mtext 
I . 
· clues in your reading. Good luck to yout 
Dont.t forget to record your score. You 
ca'Tl then compare it with the score on your 
Pre-Test. 
1.03 
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Part One 
Fighting Forest Fires 
Many states have on duty in lookout towers firewardens who are ready 
to sound an alarm and summon aid when danger threatens. The lookout towers 
are equipped with telephones which are used to receive and give inforrna-
tion. While firewardens and forest services have rendered valuable aid 
even with their meager equipment and system of lookout stations, fire 
fighting could be greatly improved by the adoption of more efficient meth-
ods for extinguishing such conflagrations. The public has begun to demand 
improved methods and equipment. 
Only the person who has had experience with the tremendous speed, ter-
rific heat and ghastly ferocity of forest fires can appreciate the gigantic 
task of subduing these roaring menaces. With the methods employed at pres-' 
ent, it is almost impossible to stop a forest fire which is burning up the 
side of a hill or a mountain. When it has reached the summit, fire fight-
ers may advance with hand apparatus or with wet sacks or shovels, attempt-
ing to extinguish the consuming waves as the fire burns with relatively 
slow speed. With favorable winds, backfires may be set to break the ad-
vancing flames. Greater attention must be given to the prevention of such 
fires. 
(Kaplan, Pinckney and Ruff, Adventures in Growing Up, .American Book Co., 
Boston, l94l, p. lOB) 
:104 
Directions: Match the words in Polumn II w.L th the words in 
Column I. Place the letter of the word in Column II in the 
blank beside the word in Column I. 
I II 
1. summon a. large, immense 
2. efficient b. small, poor 
3. extinguishing c. fierceness 
4. conflagrations d .. cruelty 
5. ghastly e~ call for 
6. ferocity f. crushing 
?. gigantic g. horrible 
8. subduing h;. dangers 
9. menaces i. fires 
10. consuming j. comparatively 
ll. relatively k. putting out 
12. meager 1. capable 
m. destroying 
n. underground 
High Score 12 Your Score 
-----
Part Two 
Atomic Energy 
Talk of eliminating the entire human race through new weapons of war-
fare probably is foolish. Human beings are tough, it is almost impossible 
to destroy everyone of a large group of people by any means. But there is 
little comfort in that and the possibilities of the destructive power of 
the atomic bomb are horrifying. 
In the first nine months of the Korean War, nine thousand American 
fighting men were killed. The first atomic bomb ever used in warfare kill-
ed seventy-eight thousand people. 
c.=o-~,.,....,======-"'=======-·-·--. -- -·~-~-=--=--=--=---=--=:lb::.-=-=--=--== 
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Destructive as atomic energy can be when used for purposes of war, 
it can also be a constructive force that is of real benefit'to man. Atomic 
·energy can be just as great a force for good as it has proved to be for 
evil. 
(ibid., p. 221) 
Directions: Match the words in Column II with the "WOrds in 
Column I. Place the letter of the matching word in the blank 
beside the word in 'column I. 
I II 
1. eliminating a. ruinous 
2. destructive b. frightening 
3. horrifying c. disagreeable 
4. constructive d. continuing 
e. destroying 
f. helpful 
High Score_...:4~-- Your Score 
-----
Part Three 
Robinson Crusoe (Excerpts) 
"And first I found that all the ship 1 s provisions were dry and un-
touched by the water; and being very well disposed to eat, I went to the 
bread room, and filled my pockets with biscuits, and ate as I went about 
other things, I had no time to lose. 11 (p. 375) 
"It was in vain to sit still and wi::h for what was not to be had.n 
(p. 377) 
"I first got three of the seamen 1 s chests, which I had broken open 
I 
I 
II 
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and emptied and lowered them down on my raft. The first of these I filled 
with provisions ••• bread, rice, three Dutch cheeses, five pieces of dried 
goat's flesh, which we lived much upon, and a little corn.n (p. 379) 
''ley" next work was to view the country and seek a proper place for my 
habitat ion, and where to stow my goods, and to secure them from whatever 
might happen.n (p. 379) 
,,The entrance into this place· I made to be, not by a door, but by a 
short ladder to go over the top;· "Which ladder when I was in, I lifted over 
after me, and so I was completely fenced in and fortified, as I thought, 
from all the world and consequently slept secure in the night.~ (p. 384) 
"Stockings and shoes I had none, but had made me a pair of somethings, 
I scarce know what to call them, to flap over my legs, and lace on either 
side; but of a most barbarous shape, as, indeed, were all the rest of my 
clothes. 11 (p. 387) 
"Having waited a good while, I set my guns at the foot of my ladder, 
and clambered up to the top of the hill; standing so, however, that my head 
did not appear above the hill, so that they could not perceive me by any 
means. " (p. 389) 
~-.t:~~··.., ... ;~··-·1•!•· 
· Directions : Match the words in Column II with the words in 
Column I. Place the letter of the word in Column II beside 
the number of the word in Column I. 
I II 
l. disposed to' eat a. useless 
2. vain b. protected 
3. provisions c. climbed 
4. habitation d. hungry 
5. clambered e. home 
6. perceive f. primitive 
7. fortified g. food supplies 
8. barbarous h. notice 
i. shouted 
j. allow 
• 
High Score 8 
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1. 
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Part Four 
Bring Yourself Back Ali veJ 
What sets the stage for the bloody carnage on .American highwa;rs? 
Part of the answer lies in the new high-powered, high compression engines. 
In 1910, the average American qar boasted eighteen horsepower; in l920.it 
was up to twenty; in 1940 ••• eight-five; in 1947 ••• one hundred; and in 
19 52. • .one hundred and twenty. I · 
In one out oJ' every two J'atal accidents in l95l, which took a t~ oJ' ! 
37,500 lives ••• the driver was exceeding the speed limit. 
Most of today's motorists learned to drive in low-powered cars in 
sluggish city traffic. Suddenly they find themselves on long, tempting 
stretches of White concrete, on four-lane highways with posted speed limits 
of sixty miles an hour. They figure they can always get away with ten or 
fifteen miles above the limit. The desire to floor the accelerator is 
irresistible. 
Several things happen when you succumb to this urge and send your car 
hurtling along at high speed. (By fast I mean between forty and fifty 
miles an hour; by very fast, between fifty and sixty; by high speed, over 
sixty.) 
(Maurice Zolotow, (Condensed from Cosmopolitan), Reader's Digest, 
February, 1953, p. 69) · . . 
Directions: In the blank at the left, write the letter of the 
word which is a correct synonym for the word in Column I. 
-----
l. carnage a. slaughter 
b .. carnival 
c. disease 
d. machine 
I 
·::-.~--= .. :~=--==.:==....--
2. sluggish a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
3. irresistible a. 
----- b. 
c. 
d. 
4. succumb a. 
----- b. 
c. 
d. 
----- 5. urge a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
-----
6. ·exceeding a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
noisy 
slow 
wet 
rapid 
fancy 
unknovm. 
clever 
over-powering 
surprise 
supply 
surrender 
signal 
motor 
speed 
desire 
decline 
going beyond 
excellent 
examining 
exacting 
Your Score 
II 
I 
..... ··~~ 
High Score __ 6 __ _ 
-----
... 
Now your Progress Test is completed. Total your score. You 
have finished your traini~g.to be a master reading detective. 
What is your rating? How much have you improved since your 
original Pre-Test?. 
I 
!. 
I 
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General Pre-Test: 
Part One 
l-b 
2-c 
3-a 
4-b 
5-c 
' 
Section One: 
Pre-Test 
l. l~-4-5 
2. l-2 
3. 2-3-5 
4. l-4-5 
... 5. l-3 . 
Part Two 
l-c 
2-b 
3-d 
4-a 
5-c 
ANSWER 
KEY 
Part Three 
3-a 
4-b 
l-c 
2-d 
Exercises 
l. 3-4 
2. 2-4-5 
3. l-3-5 
4. l-3-5 
5. l-2-4 
6. l-4 
7. l-3-4 
8. 2-3-5 
9. 2-4-5 
lO. 2-3-4 
Section Two - Part A: 
Pre-Test Exercises 
h-l d-6 l. 2-3-5 
j-2 e-7 2. l-2-5 
f-3 b-8 3. l-3-4-5 
i-4 g-9 4. l-3-4 
a-5 c-lO 5. l-2-4 
6. l-3 
7. l-3 
~ 
Part Four 
g-l 
h-2 
b-f3 
g-4 
i-5 
a-6 
e-7 
c-8 
Progress Test 
d-l 
i-2 
g-3 
a-4 f-5 
h-6 
e-7 
h-8 
Progress Test 
Part Five 
;f-l 
b-2 
d-3 
i-4 
l-5 
h-6 
k-7 
m-8 
g-9 
a-lO 
e-ll 
n-l2 
Bonus 
f-l 
a-2 
d-3 
b-4 
Bonus 
e-l 
d-2 
- c-3 
a-4 
/ 
!I I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
! 
I -
g-l 
b-2 
c-3 
e-4 
f-5 ,. =~-----
! 
I! 
1 1_1 
Section Two - Part B: 
Pre-Test Exercises 
e-l l. 2-4-5 
d-2 2. 2-3-4 
g-3 3. 2-5 
a-4 4. 2-3-5 
c-5 5. l-3-4 
6. 2-3 
Section Three - Part A: 
Pre-Test Exercises 
d-l l. 3-4 
c-2 2. l-2-3-5 
f-3 3. l-3-5 
a-4 4. 2-3-5 
g-5 5. 2-4 
6. l-3-4 
7. l-3-5 
8. l-2-5 
Section Three - Part B: 
Pre-Test Exercises 
e-l l. l-2-4 
a-2 2. l-2-4 
g-3 3. 2-4-5 
b-4 4. l-2-3 
c-5 5. l-3..:.4 
h-6 6. l-3-4-5 
7. 2-4 
8. 3-5 
Section Four: 
Pre-Test Exercises 
c-l l. 2-3-5 5. 2-4 
e-2 2. l-3-5 6. l-3-5 
a-3 3- 2-3-5 7. 3-5 
d-4 4. l-2-5 8. a-d-f-e-b f-5 
Progress Test 
d-l 
e-2 
c-3 
g-4 
b-5 
Pros;ress Test 
f-l 
e-2 
b-3 
d-4 
c-5 
Pros;ress Test 
e-l 
b-2 
g-3 
d-4 
c-5 
f-6 
Progress Test 
b-l i-6 
g-2 k-7 
a-3 f-8 
h-4 j-9 
e-5 c-lO 
Bonus 
e-l 
g-2 
a-3 
b-4 
d-5 
Bonus 
a) l 
b) 2 
Bonus 
g-l 
d-2 
a-3 
b-4 f-5 
Bonus 
e-l k-5 
c-2 d-6 
j-3 b-7 
i-4 g-8 
a-9 
I! 
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I. Hj 
Section Five: 
Pre-Test 
l. 1-3-4 
2. 1-2-4 
3. 2-4-5 
4. 2-3-5 
5. 2-3-5 
General Progress Test: 
Part One 
e-1 
1-2 
k-3 
i-4 
g-5 
c-6 
a-7 
f-8 
h-9 
m-10 
j'.:..ll 
b-12 
Exercises 
l. 1-4-5 
2. 2-3-5 
3. 1-2-4 
4. 3-5 
5. 3-4-5 
6. 2-4-5 
7. l-4-5 
8. 1-4-5 
9. 2-4 
10. 1-2-5 
Part Two 
e-l 
a-2 
b-3 
f-4 
Part Three 
d-1 
a-2 
g-3 
e-4 
c-5 
h-6 
b-7 
f-8 
Progress Test 
l. 1-2-5 
2. 1-2-5 
3. 2-4 
4. 1-2-4 
5. 1-4-5 
Part Four 
a-l 
b-2 
d-3 
c-4 
c-5 
a-6 
II 
!i 
\ 
-- -----·-------
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CLUE SCORE BOARD 
General Pre-Test 
Section One - Definition and Apposition~ 
Pre-Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Bonus 
Total Section One 
Section Two - Synonym. and Antonym.:· 
Part A - Synonym 
Pre-Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Bonus 
Total Part A 
Part B - Antonym 
Pre-Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Bonus 
Total Part B 
Total Section Two 
Section Three - Contrast and Comparison 
Part A - Comparison 
Pre~Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Bonus 
Total Part A 
High Score Your Score 
34 
8 
5o 
lO 
2l 
5 
5 
62 
5 
23 
_21_ 
---- -------===-=--~----=---=-----=----=·--=----~--_-----,:_=:;: _ -=-----==--=--=---==-===-=---==---~---=----=--=--======#=--=-=--=---==----=----
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.
' 
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I 
Part B - Contrast 
Pre-Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Bonus 
Total Part B 
Total Section Three 
,Section-Four- Experience: 
Pre-Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Bonus 
TotaJ_ Section Four 
Section Five - Summasr: 
Pre-Test 
Exercises 
Progress Test 
Total Section Five 
General Progress Test 
High Score Your Score 
6 
23 
6 
35 
68 
5 
lO 
39 
57 
30 
How does your score compare with the possible high scores? 
Did you improve as you did the exercises? 
Compare your Pre-Test scores with your Progress Test scores. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
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. . CHAPTER FOUR 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
I , This Workbook has been developed for the purpose of aiding in the in-
I crease of reading comprehension through the use of five context clues: 
I 
! 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Definition and Apposition 
Synonym and Antonym 
Comparison and Contrast 
Summary 
Experience 
Each section is devoted to one particular clue and contains a Pre-
Test, practice exercises, and a Progress Test on the specific clue. Bonus 
questions are included in each section and their use is optional. Many of 
the exercises are original, while the others are from textbooks, magazines, 
and other similar sources. 
) 
1In searching for suitable material for the exercises, the-writer 
found that in many paragraphs containing more than one unknown word, each 
unfamiliar word had its own respective clue. One specific clue alone 
would not unlock the meaning of all the unknown words. This verifies the 
J assUIDption that pupils should be equipped to recognize and use all of the 
I 
jl 
context clues. 
Suggestions for Further Stugr 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Use the materials in the classroom to test their validit,r. 
Increase the number and variety of exercises to provide greater 
practice for pupils. 
", Develop exercises of this sort from no!els, sh9rt s~gries, and · 
po~try to cdd in better understanding of literature. 
II q 
~~"occ~~~~~o~~o =·=---- - --~----·-· --~---........ ············--------···-·-····---···· ·----·-·-·--··· 
II 
II 
l 1:lf 
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•• 4. Develop exercises of this type from social studies material 
exclusively. 
5. Use these materials at various levels to test their difficulty 
and effectiveness. 
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